Day 1: Tuesday 28th January at 10.00 am
MONTHLY GENERAL & ANTIQUES AUCTION
On-Line Retailer's overstocks of New Lighting, Homewares, Artwork, Electrical Appliances,
Bed linen, Soft Furnishings etc. New Rugs & Carpets, Mattresses, Dining chair sets.
Office Furniture and office equipment. Slat wall fittings. Pro Archery equip. Kids elec. Quads.
Fishing tackle, seagull Outboard + dinghy. Novelty tractor tables. Household furniture.
Shop closure: Large qty of children’s & toddler’s clothing, prams & buggies.
Comm. Catering equip.: tables, ovens, fridges, cookers, bain maries, coffee machines, sinks,
display cabinets, chipper, potato peelers, walk in fridge, new s/s tables plus more.
Vintage and Antique Furniture & effects.
A good selection of antique & vintage furniture & collectibles. Extending dining tables,.
Collection of Clocks. Fish tackle. China, pictures etc.

Day 2: Wednesday 29th January at10.00 am
MONTHLY PLANT & COMMERCIAL AUCTION

The entire contents of Kitchen Merchant : both show room & warehouse stock
100s of new kitchen units & quality appliances inc. fridges, dishwashers, cookers, ovens, extractors. Also new bathroom,
shower & sanitary ware + 100s of quality bathroom fittings.
Plant, machinery & Woodworking equipment. Compressors, generators, log splitters, mowers,
New Husquavana rotavator, welders, wood turning lathes, blast cleaner, dust extractors, linisher, sanders, pillar drills,
bench saws, edgebander, Vintage stationary engine, commercial Shredder.
On Line Retailers Overstocks.. New Doors, Bathroom Fittings & Lighting.
Insolvency : MarevaX Poultry Vaccinators,& inoculation equipment.
Bailiffs :VW Golf Tdi Match BlueTech 2012 95k’..BMW 320D M Sport 181 . 2011, 100k’ ..
VW Golf V5 2.3 petrol, 2002, 125k’.. Toyota Auris TR VVTI 1600cc Semi Auto 2007 150k’.
Deceased Estates.. Rare barn find SUNBEAM ALPINE Sports 1961 One owner
Suzuki SX4 1.6 SZ5 Hatch 4x4 2014 Only 12,000’ .. Ford Fiesta Titanium 1.0 5 dr hatch 2013 Only 41,000’. VW Golf SE
TDi 140 S-A 6sp Auto 5dr Hatch 2009 100k’.
Collector’s : James Colonel 225cc Motorcycle 1957 Original Dry stored..
Others: Peugeot Expert Van 2007. Audi A4 SE TDI 140 ‘08 190k’. Car transporter trailer.
PLANT: Manitou MT 1840 TELEHANDLER 4Ton capacity at 18m reach 4775 hrs 2007.
Massey Fergusson 1020 Midi 4x4 Tractor. Iseki 120 Landhope 4x4 mini tractor.
Kubota B6000 4x4 mini tractor c/w rotavator. Husquvana LR 120 Ride on mower.
Etesia H124DS contractors Ride on Mower 2007.
Viewing: Sat. 25h Jan, 9-1pm (morning), Monday 27th Jan. 9-4pm. Sale morning from 8.30am

Online Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com.. T 01404 891833

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, Timed Sales will attract a buyer’s premium of 15% + VAT This does not
including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge of 3%. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The
Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST Auction 28/29th January @ 10am. VAT @20% on lots marked “V”. Buyers Premium 18% +VAT except vehicles @10%VAT Page

DAY 1 Rostrum 1 By Auction office, Commencing at 10.00am
General household, IT, Electrical, Antiques and Collectables
1.M - 6 various fishing rods - all very tight on push fittings and £10-£20
require some attention / adjustment
2.M - 3 various telescopic popes
£10-£20
3.M - 2 Zebco Topic fishing rods & 1 small landing net
£10-£20
4.M - 2 various fishing rods & 1 landing net
£10-£20
5.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
6.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
7.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
8.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
9.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
10.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
11.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
12.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
13.M - 3 various fishing rods
£12-£25
14.M - 3 Shakespeare Firebird fishing rods & 3 reels
£15-£30
15.M - A quantity of various fishing related items including
£20-£40
reels, catapults, a pair of binoculars, floats, lures, 2 back
packs etc
16.M - 1 exercise unit by Carl Lewis
£10-£20
17.V - A large quantity of various slat wall shop fittings
£25-£50
including perspex shelves, wire shelves, wire hangers etc.
Contents of one pallet & two wheeled cages. Please note
that the wheeled cages are not included
18.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
£20-£40
novelty tins, resin photo frames, wooden drawers etc
19.M - 5 wood effect tables with folding legs
£30-£60
20.V - 2 novelty metal wheeled planters
£15-£30
£10-£20
21.V - 1 wood effect cardboard / paper storage unit on wheels
22.M - 1 traditional circular straw archery target with wooden
£30-£60
stand, 1 compressed sheet archery target in wooden
frame, 3 bows and several golf clubs
23.M - 3 walking aids & 1 commode chair (no pot)
£8-£15
24.M - 2 rectangular mirrors with gold coloured frames
£10-£20
25.V - 4 white oval mirrors
£20-£40
26.V - 4 white oval mirrors
£20-£40
27.V - 4 white oval mirrors
£20-£40
28.V - 4 white oval mirrors
£20-£40
29.V - 4 white oval mirrors
£20-£40
30.M - 3 various mirrors
£10-£20
31.V - 1 box containing 4 x large novelty oversize spectacle
£25-£50
mirrors
32.V - 1 box containing 4 x large novelty oversize spectacle
£25-£50
mirrors
33.V - 1 box containing 4 x large novelty oversize spectacle
£25-£50
mirrors
34.V - 1 rectangular mirror with gold coloured frame
£10-£20
35.V - 1 box containing a large quantity of bingo pens
£12-£25
36.V - 1 Kearny 68cm x 90cm surface mount mirror cabinet
£10-£20
with lighting by Homcom RRP £83 & a 2 piece nest of
tables by Alford Paula RRP £78
37.M - 1 large blue metal pedal go kart
£25-£50
38.M - 1 small go kart by Kettler
£10-£20
39.M - 4 various child's ride on toys including a Pink Mini and
£10-£20
a Police car
40.M - 1 exercise bike by Keiser
£8-£15
41.M - 1 pressure washer by Karcher type 432M Super & 1
£12-£25
terocotta planter
£200-£400
42.M - 1 battery powered cabin enclosed mobility scooter by
Shop Rider type Traveso 889XLSBN/CAN supplied with a
mains battery charger - Please note one of door hinges is
broken (Trade)
43.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Shop Rider type
£60-£100
TE888-SL supplied with a mains battery charger (Trade)
44.M - 1 white painted garden statue, one bird box and one
£15-£30
weathered planter
45.M - 2 bentwood cantilever chairs with black upholstered
£8-£15
seat pads
46.M - 3 Stumpfl projection screens
£30-£60
47.M - A qty of noise isolating earbuds type Plugz with Mic
£10-£20

48.M - A quantity of various gift / novelty items & 2 table
lamps. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
49.M - A quantity of various gift / novelty items & 2 table
lamps. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
50.M - 1 knitting machine by Knittax type 1000 & 3 sewing
machines - 1 x Frister Rossman, 1 x Singer & 1 x Jones
(Trade)
51.V - 1 white TV stand with light up glass shelf
52.M - A qty of various items inc. fishing rods, a vintage tent, 3
long lengths of bamboo etc. Contents of one shelf
53.M - A quantity of various items including an Avon Redseal
inflatable dinghy, 2 oars, 2 anchors, lengths of rope etc
54.M - 1 vintage outboard engine by British Seagull & a pair of
wooden oars
55.M - A quantity of various items including a suitcase, a
toaster, saucepans, photo frames etc. Contents of one
shelf (Trade)
56.M - 1 small white painted cupboard and 3 various flight /
transit cases
57.M - A quantity of various items including an inclining kit, 2
table lamps, 2 metal boxes, 1 mirror etc. Contents of one
shelf (Trade)
58.M - A quantity of various clothing and wristbands
59.V - A quantity of various waste paper bins & a Kik step
60.V - 3 various mirrors
61.V - 2 x 15kg tubs of Sika narrow joint pointing grout
62.V - 3 various mirrors with floral frames
63.M - A quantity of various barbecues and a chimenea (all
customer returns). Contents of one shelf
64.V - A quantity of various plant pots
65.M - A quantity of various items including a vintage metal
trunk, a slide viewer, a desk lamp, a chart recorder etc
(Trade)
66.M - 2 Fiamm portable power stations & 1 charger (Trade)
67.M - 1 childs size petrol engine quad in blue / black, 50cc
68.M - 1 childs size petrol engine quad in pink, 50cc
69.M - 1 vintage red painted tricycle - NO make visible
70.M - 1 Butterfly folding table tennis table - some damage
where hinge plate meets top on both sections
71.V - A quantity of various lamp shades. Contents of one
shelf
72.V - A quantity of various art prints on canvas and other
framed prints. Contents of one shelf
73.V - A quantity of various art prints on canvas and several
frames. Contents of one shelf
74.M - A quantity of various fishing related items including 1 x
10ft med match rod, 1 Fladen Power reel, 1 keep net & 2
Fladen Chieftain feeder ledger rods
75.V - A quantity of various framed prints. Contents of one
shelf
76.M - A quantity of various items including a microwave oven,
an iron, a tripod, a vintage metal detector, crockery, a Cat
Mate C50 feeder etc. Contents of two shelves (Trade)
77.M - A qty of various clothing. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
78.V - A quantity of various lampshades. Contents of one bay /
3 shelves
79.M - 1 box containing various tools including a drill, an angle
grinder, a hammer etc (Trade)
80.V - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves
81.V - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves
82.V - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves
83.V - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves
84.V - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves
85.V - A quantity of various far east themed gift / novelty items
(Buddhas etc). Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
86.V - 8 various mirrors
87.V - 1 pine shelf unit
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88.V - 2 wooden TV cabinets
89.V - 1 small table with 2 drawers, 1 stool and 1 bedside
cabinet
90.V - 1 small table with 2 drawers and 2 matching bedside
cabinets
91.V - 1 wooden corner unit & 1 white painted box on wheels
with wood effect top
92.V - 1 small white painted table with wooden legs
93.M - 4 black metal dining chairs
94.V - 2 plastic / wood designer style stools
95.M - 1 Yew reproduction TV unit, a matching chest of 3
drawers (front trim requires attention) & 1 low cabinet with
hinged door - missing handles
96.M - 1 wood effect bow front glass display cabinet with built
in lights (Trade)
97.M - 1 wood effect bow front glass display cabinet with built
in lights (Trade)
98.M - 1 chest of drawers by Stag
99.M - 1 oak open front bookcase with 2 drawers below
100.M - 1 white chest of drawers, 1 white bedside cabinet & 2
Hitachi speakers
101.V - A pair of wooden two drawer bedside cabinets
102.V - 2 wooden TV cabinets & 1 bedside cabinet
103.M - 1 coffee table
104.M - 1 coffee table
105.M - 1 extending oval dining table and 8 dining chairs with
matching upholstery
106.M - 1 kitchen side table with solid top and 2 slatted shelves
below
107.M - 1 kitchen side table with solid top and 2 slatted shelves
below
108.M - 1 vintage oak wall mounted corner cabinet and 1
bedside cabinet with single door
109.M - 1 wood effect rectangular table, 1 toilet seat & 1 copper
vessel
110.M - A wood framed upholstered 3 piece suite (2+1+1)
111.V - A quantity of various items including frames, novelty
items & cushion covers. Contents of one shelf
112.M - A quantity of various items including soft toys, other
toys etc. Contents of one shelf
113.M - A quantity of various items including soft toys, other
toys etc. Contents of one shelf
114.V - A quantity of various items including lamps, lamp
shades, vases etc. Contents of one shelf
115.M - A quantity of various mainly gift / novelty items.
Contents of one shelf
116.M - A quantity of various items including suitcases, a
skateboard, bags etc. Contents of one shelf
117.V - 3 various floor standing lamps - unused
118.V - 3 various floor standing lamps - unused
119.V - 3 various floor standing lamps - unused
120.M - 1 dark wood bedside table with single drawer
121.M - 1 electric fire in the style of a log burning stove by
Manor (Trade)
122.V - 5 various size white painted tables with wooden legs - 1
table will require attention to the legs
123.V - 1 wood / iron split level coffee table with two drawers
124.V - 1 wood / iron split level coffee table with two drawers
125.V - 1 novelty wood / red metal single door tractor cupboard
with built in lights which have twin Euro plug and will
require a UK adaptor
126.V - 1 novelty wood / red metal single door tractor cupboard
with built in lights which have twin Euro plug and will
require a UK adaptor
127.V - 2 blackboard / mirror units with clothes hooks
128.V - 1 novelty wood / black metal console table with Jeep
style front and built in lights which have twin Euro plug and
will require a UK adaptor
129.V - 4 ornate silver framed bevelled glass mirrors, each
approx 50cm x 70cm
130.V - 4 ornate silver framed bevelled glass mirrors, each
approx 50cm x 70cm
131.V - 4 white oval mirrors
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132.V - 4 white oval mirrors
133.V - 4 white oval mirrors
134.M - 1 white painted cot with mattress - requires reassembly
135.M - 1 white painted cot with mattress - requires reassembly
136.M - 1 baby bouncer & 1 baby walker
137.M - 1 baby bouncer & 1 baby walker
138.M - 1 baby bouncer & 1 baby walker
139.M - 2 child's size plastic desks
140.M - 1 baby walker & 1 Fisher Price ride on toy
141.M - 1 pram / stroller by Ivogue & 1 matching car seat
142.M - 1 pram / stroller by Quinny
143.M - 1 black & white pram / stroller by Quinny with 1
matching carry cot
144.M - 1 pram / stroller by Silver Cross
145.M - 1 pram / stroller by Lunamix
146.M - 1 double pram / stroller by Zeta type Twin Citi
147.M - 1 double pram / stroller by Zeta type Twin Citi
148.M - 1 double pram / stroller by Kidz Cargo
149.M - 1 pram / stroller by First Wheel with 1 matching carry
cot
150.M - 1 pram / stroller by Cosatto with 1 matching car seat
151.M - 1 pram / stroller by Hauck with 1 matching carry cot
152.M - 1 high chair and 1 Graco Garden Friends play to learn
153.M - 1 high chair & 1 Fisher Price Flutter Bye Dreams swing
154.M - 1 high chair & 1 plastic play table
155.M - 1 Fisher Price Rainforest swing seat with swing away
mobile
156.M - 1 box containing various dolls and 1 box containing
various bags
157.M - A quantity of white shelves with fixings - contents of 1
wheeled cage which is not included
158.M - 2 metal wall boxes
159.V - 1 glass display cabinet
160.V - 8 yellow wooden chairs type Hexham
161.V - 1 brown upholstered sofa
162.M - 1 pram / stroller by Adbor with 1 matching carry cot & 1
matching car seat
163.M - A quantity of various children's coats (all unused) contents of top rail
164.M - A quantity of various girls clothing (all unused) contents of bottom rail
165.M - A quantity of various children's clothing (all pre owned)
- contents of 1 rail
166.M - A quantity of various children's clothing (all pre owned)
- contents of top rail
167.M - A quantity of various girls clothing (all pre owned) contents of bottom rail
168.M - A quantity of various children's clothing (all unused) contents of 1 rail
169.M - A quantity of various children's coats (all unused) contents of 1 rail
170.M - A quantity of various children's clothing (all unused) contents of 1 rail
171.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of children's
clothing (all unused)
172.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of various boys
clothing (all pre owned)
173.M - A quantity of various items children's clothing (all
unused) - contents of half a rail
174.M - 10 various items of ladies clothing
175.M - 5 various ladies evenings dresses
176.M - 5 various ladies evenings dresses
177.M - 5 various ladies evenings dresses
178.M - A quantity of various children's clothing (all unused) contents of top rail
179.M - A quantity of various children's clothing (all unused) contents of bottom rail
180.M - A quantity of various baby / children's foot wear
(contents of 1 basket & 1 bag)
181.M - A quantity of various bags, liners and covers (contents
of one shelf) and 2 boxes each containing a quantity of
various girls clothing (all pre owned)
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182.M - 2 shelves containing a qty of various children's vests /
£12-£25
leggings (all pre owned) and 2 boxes each containing a
quantity of various boys clothing (all pre owned)
183.M - A qty of various children's sheets etc. Contents of one
£15-£30
shelf
184.M - A quantity of various children's sheets etc. Contents of
£15-£30
one shelf
185.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of various children's £12-£25
clothing (all pre owned)
186.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of various children's £12-£25
clothing (all pre owned)
187.M - A quantity of various soft toys - contents of two shelves
£20-£40
188.M - A quantity of various soft toys - contents of two shelves
£20-£40
189.M - A quantity of various soft toys - contents of two shelves
£20-£40
190.M - A quantity of various soft toys - contents of two shelves
£20-£40
191.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of various children's £12-£25
clothing (all pre owned)
192.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of various children's £12-£25
clothing (all pre owned)
193.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of various children's £12-£25
clothing (all pre owned)
194.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of various children's £12-£25
clothing (all pre owned)
195.M - A large quantity of lighting and speaker stands, light
£15-£30
bars, lights etc. Content of two shelves - trade
196.M - A quantity of various items including rugs, pictures,
£15-£30
printers etc. Contents of one wide shelf - trade
197.V - one large office photocopy by Ricoh type: mpc3001 trade
198.V – Lots 198-200 are blank
201.M - 1 vintage boxed Bang Olufsen Beogram 1000 turntable
£40-£80
202.V - One large office shredder by Rexel type p170 - 240v
£20-£30
trade
203.V - 1 mobile under desk shredder by Fellowes 790t - 240v
£20-£40
trade
204.M - One box containing one Anet self build 3D printer
£20-£40
viewing is recommended - 240v trade
205.V – Lots 205-206 are blank
207.V - 4 upright freestanding office fans - 240v trade
£10-£20
208.M - A quantity of various related items including a vintage
£15-£30
sanyo cassette player, Sony car stereo, a keyboard router,
switches etc. Contents of 1 wide shelf - 240v trade
209.V - 2 various size metal flight cases
£15-£30
210.V - 1 Wi-Fi printer by Canon type Pixma mg3250 - 240v
£20-£30
trade
211.M - 1 DAB Sony stereo system - 240v trade
£20-£40
212.M - One Apple iMac-- featuring an Intel Core i5 quad core
£150-£300
2.7 GHz processor 8GB RAM 1TB hard disk drive 21.5 inch
display, running OS X el capitan - 240v trade
213.V - 1 black and white LaserJet pro printer by HP type 400 £20-£30
240v trade
214.V - A White Wi-Fi office All-in-One Printer by Canon type
£15-£30
Pixma mg6450 - 240v trade
215.V - An all in office printer by Oki type mb471w - 240v trade
£10-£20
216.M - One large office scanner by HP type Scanjet N9120 £20-£40
trade
217.M - A TP-LINK wireless access point with 2 Wi-Fi extender
£15-£30
plugs - 240v trade
218.M - 1 DrayTek router type vigor 2832n - 240v trade
£20-£40
219.M - 1 Canon EOS 80d 24.2 megapixel digital SLR camera
£100-£150
with lens, instruction booklet and battery charger
220.M - A canon EOS-5D 12.8mp digital camera with lens
£50-£100
instruction manual charger - 240v trade
221.M - A quantity of various camera related items including a
£40-£80
flash and four various lenses, contents of one shelf
222.M - A quantity of various camera related items including a
£40-£80
flash, accessories and four various lenses, contents of 2
shelves
223.M - A large quantity of camera and computer related
£10-£20
magazines, a camera bag and a quantity of camera related
video discs
224.M - 4 various sized camera tripods
£10-£20
225.M - 3 camera related lights on tripods
£30-£40

226.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
a Technics stereo Philips DVD VCR player and monitor etc
- 240v trade
227.V – Lots 227-229 are blank
230.M - A single floorstanding speaker by Piega type Classic
5.0 no front cover
231.M - 1 multifunction printer by HP Envy 4527 - 240v trade
232.M - 1 multifunction office Wi-Fi printer by HP Officejet 7510
- 240v trade
233.V – Lots 233-235 are blank
236.M - One large office shredder by rexel type 250 - 240v
trade
237.M - 1 DVD TV combi unit by Bush, please note no remote
control [dvd not working] - trade
238.M - 3 large boxes containing Audio CDs
239.M - 1 cello with soft carry case and 2 music stands
240.M - A Bose wave radio CD - 240v trade
241.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
a pair of vintage Bang and Olufsen Beovox S45 speakers,
marantz separates including turntable tuner, a light etc 240v trade
242.V - Two office printers by HP type, Office jet pro 8600 240v trade
243.M - A vintage transistor radio by Grundig type Concert Boy
110 - 240v trade
244.V - A quantity of various office related items including a fax
machine, various phones etc. Contents of three boxes 240v trade
245.M - 1 GBC comb binding machine Model C200E (Boxed)
246.M - A quantity of various toner cartridges for various
printers
247.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
an Alba television, point of sale till with drawer, receipt
printer, etc - 240v trade
248.M - A quantity of various camera related items including
two tripod, a Sony video camera etc. Contents of two
shelves - 240v trade
249.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
USB hub, mouse pads and smart technology remote
controls
250.M - A quantity of various electronic related and other items
including a Velbon DF40 tripod, routers, cables and a large
quantity of various toner cartridges. Contents of four
shelves
251.V - An Andrea's 3 light kitchen island pendant
252.V - A Jeri 5 light kitchen island pendant RRP £134.99
253.V - A quantity of various lights, contents of 1 shelf
254.V - 3 balls pendant lights RRP £78.65 each
255.V - A 5 candle style Black Chandelier
256.V - 2 single lamp solid pendant lights by Elk type Amherst
257.V - 3 single lamp geometric pendant lights by Kare Design
type Swing RRP £129.90 each
258.V - 2 flush mounted wall lights type Reuben
259.V - A single lamp pendant light by Endon type Lacey and a
3 lamp kitchen island pendant light type Jamie combined
RRP over £150
260.V - 5 white ceramic flush mounted wall lights type allport
261.V - A quantity of 6 various wall and ceiling lights
262.V - 5 various wall and ceiling lights
263.V - Two Rochester six lamp cluster pendant lights
264.V - 3 x twin lamp flush mounted ceiling lights type Sabbia
265.V - Two twin lamp LED wall light type Waltham
266.V - A three light kitchen island pendant type Whittington
267.V - A 15 lamp cluster pendant light type Ernestine
268.V - Two various pendant lights
269.V - Two single lamp pendant light by Nino and two wall
lights type Colrain
270.V - An 8-light shaded-style chandelier type Bensenville
271.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light type Southmont
272.V - 1 dome pendant light and 1 cone pendant light
273.V - 1 glass globe pendant light type Ballroom
274.V - 1 x 6 candle style white chandelier
275.V - A 6 light candle style chandelier in red type Tristan
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276.V - 3 pendant lights and three wall lights RRP over £100
277.V - An 8-light candle-style chandelier in gold type Jakob
278.V - Two traditional style post top lights type New Orleans
279.V - A 8-light candle-style chandelier in gold type Jacob
280.V - A 3 lamp semi flush fitting light in an industrial style type
Factory
281.V - 5 outdoor 2 lamp wall lights by Eglo type Agolada
282.V - A 5 lamp kitchen island pendant light type Arthur
283.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light type Guerrero
284.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light type Guerrero
285.V - A flush fitting ceiling light by Endon, two wall lights and
a 4-light kitchen island pendant
286.V - A 1 light geometric pendant and a 5 light candle style
chandelier
287.V - 3 grey and copper industrial dome style pendant lights
288.V - One purple domed pendant light by Premier and 1 black
bell shaped pendant light
289.V - 2 x single light geometric globe pendants type Anakin
290.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light type Jamie
291.V - A 2 lamp flush fitting ceiling light by Searchlight
292.V - A bistro 3 light kitchen island pendant and a 3 light semi
flush mount type Pandora
293.V - 3 matching wall lights type Dawson
294.V - Two flush mount single LED lights type Pedersen
295.V - A 5-light cluster pendant and two single light flush
mount type Renderos combined RRP over £200
296.V - 2 LED outdoor sensor controlled wall lights type
Breganzo One
297.V - 4 outdoor 2 lamp wall lights by Eglo type Agolada RRP
£38.99 each
298.V - A 3 light antique copper finish pendant lamp type
Marquise RRP £134.99
299.V - A single semi flush mount LED light by Leuchten Direkt
RRP £73.99
300.V - A 3-light cluster pendant and a single light flush mount
lamp type Benigni
301.V - An 8 lamp drum pendant light type Beatty
302.V - 3 various wall lights and one flush mount ceiling light
303.V - 3 x single lamp air drop pendant lights by Nave
304.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant type Jamie
305.V - Two decorative pendant lights
306.V - One large blue drum pendant light and one geometric
pendant light
307.V - A boxed drum style pendant light type Andria by Brilliant
308.V - An 11 lamp crystal style chandelier by Light
309.V - 1 modern 6 lamp shaded chandelier with LED bulbs
310.V - An 8-light Sputnik chandelier type Jerry RRP £195.99
311.V - A 7 lamp stylish ceiling light by Wofl
312.V - 3 industrial style dome lights
313.V - A drum pendant light and 2 wall lights
314.V - Two American diner style pendant lights, A 3 lamp
cluster pendant and a flush fitting ceiling light
315.V - A copper style 4-light kitchen island pendant and a 6
lamp cluster pendant in black and polished chrome
316.V - 2 x single lamp pendant lights type Lacy
317.V - Three geometric pendant lights by Lucide type Ricky
318.V - 4 various ceiling lights
319.V - A 6 light Sputnik style ceiling light
320.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light with opal glass
shades type Pascoa
321.V - Two small dome pendant lights and a large glass
pendant light
322.V - A large 5-ft heavy-duty clothes rail with mesh top and
bottom
323.V - An 8 light clear acrylic chandelier type Therese
324.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant light type Bunda
325.V - 3 x single lamp cylinder pendant light type Bruce
326.V - A 5 lamp novelty pendant light type Narisa
327.V - A single lamp crystal pendant balloon light
328.V - A 5 lamp candle-style chandelier type Curley
329.V - Two various pendant lights and one 1 wall light
330.V - Two single lamp geometric pendant light type Arthur
and two brass effect desktop lamps
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331.V - 1 geometric wire desktop lamp and one smaller table
top lamp
332.V - A quantity of various ceiling lights and wall lights,
contents of one shelf
333.V - A 9 lamp chandelier by Loxton lighting RRP £137.97
334.V - 2 x 5 lamp candle style chandeliers
335.V - 1 short tripod drum style floor lamp
336.V - 1 grey tripod table top lamp with drum shade
337.V - 1 Wood effect tripod table top lamp with drum shade
338.V - 1 black tripod table top lamp with drum shade
339.V - Two small blue bedside cabinet lamps
340.V - 4 outdoor wall lights by Eglo type Agolada
341.V - A 3 lamp pendant light, a 3 lamp flush fitting light and a
single lamp wall light
342.V - 5-light crystal style chandelier in pink and blue
343.V - A 3 lamp flush fitting kitchen island light and a box wall
light
344.V - A single semi flush mount LED light by Leuchten Direkt
RRP £73.99
345.V - A 3-light and a 5-light candle style chandelier
346.M - 1 Reebok multi gym type 335/3046
347.V – Lots 347-260 are blank
361.V - A tall black tripod floor lamp with chrome searchlight
style light type Compton RRP £225.99
362.V - A tall wood effect metal tripod floor lamp with large
drum shade
363.V - A wood effect metal tripod floor lamp with large drum
shade
364.V - A tall colourful floor lamp with drum shade
365.V - A tall colourful floor lamp with drum shade
366.V - A tall wood effect metal tripod floor lamp with large blue
drum shade
367.V - Two various floor lamps, one white, 1 chrome with drum
shade
368.V - 1 copper effect floor lamp with white marble type base
and a twisted wood effect floor lamp with drum shade
369.V - Two various floor lamps and a hat and coat stand
370.V - Two tall orange floor lamps and one yellow floor lamp
371.V - 1 tall cantilever floor lamp with copper drum shade
372.V - Two various tripod floor lamps
373.V - 2 various floor lamps
374.V - Wood effect tripod floor lamp type Joshua
375.V - 3 various tripod floor lamps, please note only one has a
shade
376.V - 1 black tripod floor lamp with purple drum shade and 1
brushed chrome rffect tripod floor lamp with grey drum
shade
377.M - 1 used solid oak dining table
378.M - 1 white porcelain bathroom sink by Duravit
501.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
502.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage tins etc. and a
quantity of miscellaneous vintage small toys (three shelves)
503.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage sports equipment
including: croquet mallets, cricket bats, tennis racquets etc
(3 shelves)
504.M - 3 unopened bottles of single malt whisky (The
purchaser of this lot must hold a current local authority
alcohol licence)
505.M - One bottle of Cockburns 1963 vintage port and one
bottle of Graham's malvedos 1979 vintage port (The
purchaser of this lot must hold a current local authority
alcohol licence)
506.M - 2 unopened bottles of vodka (The purchaser of this lot
must hold a current local authority alcohol licence)
507.M - Two and a half unopened bottles of gin (The purchaser
of this lot must hold a current local authority alcohol
licence)
508.M - Two-and-a-half unopened bottles of whisky (The
purchaser of this lot must hold a current local authority
alcohol licence)
509.M - 4 unopened bottles of blended whisky (The purchaser
of this lot must hold a current local authority alcohol
licence)
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510.M - One bottle of smeets, one bottle of crème de menthe,
one bottle of Colombier and one bottle of pastis (The
purchaser of this lot must hold a current local authority
alcohol licence)
511.M - 3 unopened bottles of port and two unopened bottles of
sherry (The purchaser of this lot must hold a current local
authority alcohol licence)
512.M - 3 unopened bottles of Cognac/Brandy (The purchaser
of this lot must hold a current local authority alcohol
licence)
513.M - A small framed mirror, a chocolate decorated tray, a
desk inkwell and various sundries (one shelf)
514.M - Various vintage Quad audio items, a vintage portable
record player and 2 vintage Tilley lamps (2 shelves)
515.M - A large quantity of "on the road magazines" (one shelf)
516.M - A set of 13 volumes "Australians at War" and three
other books (One Shelf)
516a.M - A Delsey travel bag
517.M - A quantity of misc vintage games, puzzles and toys (5
shelves)
518.M - 2 decorative Jardinieres, an oval framed mirror & a
quantity of royal books and magazines etc (2 shelves)
519.M - A large quantity of LP records (three shelves)
520.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage photographic
equipment, a modern tripod and a vintage electrical meter
(4 shelves)
521.M - A vintage portable radio and a quantity of vintage
electrical valves (two shelves)
522.M - A quantity of model engineer magazines (1 shelf)
523.M - A quantity of 78 RPM records (1 shelf)
524.M - A Vintage portable record player and a quantity of
miscellaneous vintage electrical and radio equipment (5
shelves)
525.M - 7 Harry Potter books
526.M - A gold coloured ceiling light, a tortoiseshell dressing
table set and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative
chinaware and ornaments etc (3 shelves)
527.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative plates and
chinaware (2 shelves)
528.M - A large quantity of metal detecting magazines (2
shelves)
529.M - Two wooden cased mantel clocks (1 shelf)
530.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative brassware (2
shelves)
531.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware (1
shelf)
532.M - 2 stoneware jars and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative chinaware (1 shelf)
533.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware
(4 shelves)
534.M - Marquetry inlaid mahogany cased domed top mantel
clock
535.M - A fruit patterned breakfast set (1 shelf)
536.M - A 5-piece decorative toilet set and a quantity of
decorative chinaware (2 shelves)
537.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative china and
glassware (two shelves)
538.M - Qty of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments (2 shelves)
539.M - A heavy ceramic horse head ornament, a classical
design table lamp of Mother and Child and a Corinthian
column lamp (1 shelf)
540.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware (2
shelves)
541.M - Qty of miscellaneous 45 rpm records, a quantity of
vintage photographs and various pictures and jigsaws etc.
(3 shelves)
542.M - A carved oak cased mantel clock with brass base
543.M - 3 vintage radios, blue and white toilet set, 2 stone hot
water bottles, a tin hat and a quantity of miscellaneous
sundries and ornaments etc (4 and a half shelves)
544.M - A qty. of miscellaneous glassware & drinking glasses (2
shelves)
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545.M - A modern Tiffany style lamp, two brass column lamps
and two copper pans (two shelves)
546.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware (two
shelves)
547.M - An oak cased wall clock, an oak cased mantel clock
and 2 brass oil lamps (only 1 has glass top piece) (1 shelf)
548.M - An oak cased domed top mantel clock (1 shelf)
549.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware (2
shelves)
550.M - A qty. of misc vintage cameras and camera equipment
and quantity of LP records (5 shelves)
551.M - Various academic gowns, various mortar boards and
boaters, students scarves, blazers and dinner jackets etc
552.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
553.M - 4 fishing rods
554.M - 3 fishing rods
555.M - 3 fishing rods
556.M - A modern Powell fishing rod
557.V - Blank lot
558.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous vintage fishing tackle
(8 shelves/2 bays)
559.M - A vintage Hardy Marquis number 6 fishing reel with
case and box
560.M - A vintage Hardy Marquis number 6 fishing reel with
case and box
561.M - 10 leather bound volumes of the fishing Gazette
562.M - 5 stuffed and mounted birds in a display case
563.M - 3 cuckoo clocks and a quantity of miscellaneous mantel
and other clocks in varying states of repair (4 shelves)
564.M - Two large glass dome display cases
565.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (4 shelves)
566.M - A classic design doll's house
567.M - Set of 4 framed military officer prints
568.M - 2 two large framed limited edition prints
569.M - Two framed paintings
570.M - Pair of mounted antlers
571.M - A large tapestry wall hanger
572.M - Pair of cast iron kitchen scales with a brass pan, a
wooden picture of cats and a small brass cannon
573.M - A Beswick bulldog, a Carlton ware leaf dish, 2 Crown
Devon pottery dishes and various small ornaments
574.M - Wooden style wall clock, 4 military models, a vintage
Atlas and miscellaneous sundries
575.M - A large vintage papier mache cow and a quantity of
souvenir cow creamers
576.M - Quantity of miscellaneous postcard and albums,
interesting books, LP records and pictures etc
577.M - A Sunburst wall clock, a Royal Crown Derby frog and a
quantity of miscellaneous ornaments and pens etc
578.M - A boxed set of collectors pewter locomotive tablets
579.M - 2 Vintage jack planes, a spokeshave, various vintage
hand tools, a desk set, a decorative kitchen scales and
miscellaneous sundries
580.M - Quantity of vintage Meccano, miscellaneous collectors
thimbles and costume jewellery, a vintage spirit level, and a
quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware, ornaments
and sundries etc
581.M - 2 glass decanters, a floral decorative telephone & a
quantity of Royal Albert dinner ware
582.M - A quantity of vintage light switches, a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative trinkets and ornaments etc
583.M - A collectors stamp album, 4 interesting books and 3
small framed pictures
584.M - A heavy bronze notice headed; The Urban District of
Paignton, Fernicombe Reservoir
585.M - 2 framed floral tapestry pictures and 2 framed
embossed prints
586.M - 2 gilt framed watercolours of estuary scenes signed
Brian Hayes
587.M - 2 framed watercolours of rural scenes signed Jameson
588.M - 4 various gilt framed pictures of rural scenes
589.M - 7 miscellaneous framed prints by Henry G Walker
590.M - 2 large framed pictures with peacocks
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591.M - A set of four oak framed coloured prints of interior
scenes with figures
592.M - A gilt framed Egyptian print and two other framed
pictures
593.M - 5 similar brightly coloured framed oil paintings of city
and beach scenes
594.M - Two ladies fur coats and two fur stoles
595.M - A snooker cue and case
596.M - A gentleman's blazer and three ladies fur stoles
597.M - A copper warming pan with a turned handle
598.M - A copper warming pan with a turned handle
599.M - An Officers dress tunic and two pairs of unused shoes
600.M - A rectangular gilt framed mirror
601.M - An oval wall mirror in a floral patterned frame
602.M - Vintage circular wall clock in a Bakelite case
603.M - A Victorian circular wooden cased wall clock
604.M - A copper warming pan with a turned handle
605.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
606.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
607.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
608.M - A quantity of Royal commemoration plates and a
quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments etc
609.M - 4 vintage briefcases, various vintage handbags and
shoes, and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative silk and
other postcards and collectors items etc
610.M - Qty of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments etc.
611.M - 2 framed mid 19th century samplers
612.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative pewter ware,
silver-plated ware, ornaments and metal baking
accessories
613.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments etc
614.M - A boxed silver mounted carving set, a glass tankard
with a silver base, a glass sugar shaker with a white metal
top and 5 miscellaneous silver spoons
615.M - 2 flint hand axes
616.M - Three baskets containing a quantity of miscellaneous
silver and other coins (baskets not included)
617.M - Two small Soapstone Netsukes
617a.M - A vintage Challenger King golf ball
618.M - Two small jewellery boxes, quantity of miscellaneous
costume jewellery, a vintage ladies vanity case, a pair of
binoculars and miscellaneous sundries
619.V - A cast-iron Porsche plaque
620.M - A blue ground multi-coloured floral decorated cloisonné
bowl and a small cloisonné horse
621.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative china,
glassware and ornaments etc
622.M - A quantity of miscellaneous collectors items and
memorabilia etc
623.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorated china ware and
ornaments etc
624.M - A large blue and white decorated ceramic elephant
seat
625.M - A pair of large blue and white decorated jars with
covers
626.M - A grey and white patterned Royal Doulton York dinner
service
627.M - A 19th Century oil lamp, a decorative mantel clock & a
wooden cased wall clock
628.M - A 3 piece pink floral patterned fruit set and 4 blue and
white plates
629.M - A vintage dolly
630.M - A capodimonte figure of a knife grinder
630A.M - 2 signed limited edition framed prints by M Andrews
comprising Nimrod I A/P and Nimrod II 118/200
631.M - A vintage Bakelite hair dryer in a fitted Bakelite case
632.M - A small walnut cased bracket clock
633.M - 93 pieces of crested china ware by W H Goss and 6
other pieces of crested china ware
634.M - A wooden cased metronome
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635.M - A brass bound wooden cased mantel clock
636.M - A vintage bowler hat, 2 sporrans, various hip flasks, a
quantity of silver-plated ware, other ornaments and vintage
clothes etc
637.M - 4 ebony elephant ornaments
638.M - A decorative stoneware tobacco jar, 2 Temple lions and
quantity of decorative chinaware and ornaments
639.M - A quantity of miscellaneous minerals, crystals & stones
etc.
640.M - A pair of figurines of military officers and a figurine of a
gentleman
641.M - A large quantity of Royal Albert "Old Country roses"
breakfast and teaware
642.M - An art deco marble case 3-piece clock set by G
Laborier
643.M - A quantity of miscellaneous trinkets and collectibles
including: watches, costume jewellery, buckles and badges
etc
644.M - 3 glass decanters, various glass jugs and bowls and
other decorative glassware
645.M - An impressive 19th century alabaster and gilt work
classical temple style 3-piece clock set with columns and
urns
646.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative plates and small
ornaments etc
647.M - A small collection of miscellaneous decorative
glassware
648.M - A Marquetry inlaid ebonised mantel clock with twisted
columns and a gilt decorated dial and pendulum
649.M - A large quantity of silver plated cutlery, box sets,
coasters, other plated ware and pewter ware etc
650.M - A 19th Century brass 400 day clock under a glass
dome
651.M - A 19th Century brass 400 day clock under a glass
dome
652.M - A large quantity of Royal Worcester dinner and
breakfast ware
653.M - Quantity of miscellaneous decorative coloured glass
ware
654.M - A quantity of miscellaneous bracelets and costume
jewellery (basket not included)
655.M - 3 boxed sets of silver plated cutlery
656.M - A small collection of 11 novelty teapots
657.M - Various vintage containers, a quantity of small vintage
hand tools, a quantity of silver plated ware and
miscellaneous collectible ornaments and memorabilia
658.M - A 4 branch Viennese style glass ceiling pendant
659.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware and
drinking glasses etc
660.M - A blue patterned hanging glass light shade and a 6
branch ceiling pendant
661.M - A quantity of miscellaneous silver-plated cutlery etc
662.M - A quantity of decorative chinaware & ornaments etc
663.M - A quantity of miscellaneous trinkets and collectibles
including; vintage gas mask, cigarette cards, coins,
costume jewellery and other trinkets etc
664.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
665.M - A quantity of Royal Doulton dinner & teaware
666.M - A small quantity of miscellaneous decorative
chinaware, 2 brass candlesticks, a small conch shell and
small ornaments etc
667.M - A quantity of miscellaneous silver-plated ware, copper
& brassware and other metal ware etc
668.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
669.M - A quantity of multi-colored floral patterned dinner ware
670.M - Two cut glass decanters and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative glass vases and glassware etc
671.M - A red and white spotty decoration Rosevale 12 place
setting tea service
672.M - 1 Red and grey patterned carpet
673.V - A fawn ground floral patterned carpet
674.V - Yellow grey and white symmetrical patterned carpet
675.V - A grey red & black symmetrical patterned carpet
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676.V - A plain white shag pile carpet
677.V - A red and orange symmetrical pattern carpet
678.V - A brown patterned medallion carpet
679.V - A blue and white patterned carpet
680.V - A fawn ground patterned carpet
681.V - A dusky pink plain carpet
682.V - A fawn and brown patterned shag pile carpet
683.V - A pink patterned carpet
684.M - A wall hanging skeleton clock with pendulum and
weight
685.M - A dark wood wall hanging clock with brass numerals
and pendulum
686.M - A 19th century mahogany case wall clock with a glass
door and closing Roman numerals
687.M - 19th century mahogany Vienna style wall clock with
glass door enclosing brass weights and pendulum
688.M - 5 misc framed wildlife pictures
689.M - A rectangular decorative mirror and an oval wall mirror
690.M - A carved light wood reproduction display cabinet with 3
glazed doors and 3 drawers under
691.M - An oak bureau bookcase with two glazed doors, fall
front and three drawers under
692.M - Dark mahogany display cabinet with two astral glazed
doors enclosing lined shelves on cabriole legs with ball and
claw feet
693.M - A carved light wall clock with brass weights and
pendulum
694.M - A 1930s vintage Oak case grandfather clock with
chromium weights and pendulum
695.M - Large open fronted grey painted bookcase with
adjustable shelves
696.M - 2 gilt framed wall mirrors
697.M - Framed watercolour of Partridge and 2 rectangular wall
mirrors
698.M - A decorative ebonised fire screen with a floral silk panel
699.M - An oak bureau bookcase with two glazed doors, a fall
front and three drawers under
700.M - An Edwardian light mahogany single wardrobe with a
mirrored door and drawer under
701.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany single wardrobe with a
mirror door and drawer under
702.M - Small circular wall clock with a brass pendulum
703.M - 19th century mahogany case wall clock with brass
mounted face and pendulum
704.M - A mahogany framed banjo shaped mercury barometer
705.M - A gilt framed rectangular wall mirror
706.M - An ornate pierced brass fan shaped fire screen, a brass
fire fender and various fire irons and dogs
707.M - An edwardian oak cased wall clock with a glass door
enclosing circular face and pendulum
708.M - A green upholstered four fold draught screen
709.M - Pink ground patterned carpet
710.M - A pair of light wood French beds with mattresses
711.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
(stillage not included)
712.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
(stillage not included)
713.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
(stillage not included)
714.M - Victorian cast iron fire grate and two piano legs
715.M - A tapestry wing armchair and a brown woolwork
upholstered armchair
716.M - A 1970s vintage light wood extending circular dining
table and set of 4 similar chairs
717.M - An oak side table with one drawer, an octagonal top
oak table and a brass stick stand
718.M - A carved oak octagonal top table with shelf under and a
light wood stool
719.M - Victorian mahogany gentleman's chair on turned legs
with fawn buttoned upholstery
720.M - 4 vintage painted storage boxes each with a lift lid
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721.M - A vintage Lloyd Loom conservatory chair, a Regency
style elbow chair, a domed top leather trunk and a wooden
storage box with a lift lid
722.M - A mahogany circular extending dining table on fluted
legs
723.M - A reproduction mahogany Victorian style extending
dining table with a set of 6 matching balloon back chairs
724.V - An ornate cast iron music stand/lecturn
725.M - A rectangular top pine kitchen table on turned legs
726.M - 2 vintage suitcases
727.M - An Edwardian mahogany cased harmonium/bellows
organ
728.M - Small mahogany floor standing cupboard with 2 doors
729.M - Metal domed top storage trunk, small oak coffee table
and a copper coal bucket
730.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany upholstered elbow chair
and a small upholstered stool
731.M - 1970s vintage two-tier tea trolley
732.M - Set of four Edwardian cane seat bedroom chairs
733.M - Reproduction multi drawer bedroom chest, a small
reproduction bedroom cabinet and a bedside table
734.M - Victorian mahogany high-back nursing chair with rust
coloured floral upholstery, a Victorian balloon back dining
chair and a commode elbow chair
735.M - A duet stool with an upholstered lift lid on cabriole legs
and 2 foot stools
736.M - 2 lightwood torcheres and one mahogany torchere with
a tripod base
737.M - A light wood octagonal top table and an Anglepoise
lamp
738.M - An inlaid mahogany torchere with a tripod base
739.M - A gentleman's walnut tallboy, a dark wood display
cabinet with two glazed doors and a reproduction style
bureau
740.M - An oak frame octagonal bevelled wall mirror and two
other mirrors
741.M - Two blue painted dresser style kitchen base units with
drawers, cupboards and turned knobs
742.M - A large embossed brass circular tray
743.M - Mahogany rectangular top pedestal Pembroke table on
a tripod base
744.M - An oak oval topped gateleg table on twisted legs
745.M - Two wall mirrors and table mirror
746.M - A pair of reproduction dark oak display cabinets each
with two leaded glazed doors
747.M - A high quality oak wall hanging corner cabinet with a
glazed door
748.M - A 19th century mahogany wall hanging corner cabinet
with an astral glazed door and drawer under
749.M - Reproduction yew wood floor standing display cabinet
with two astro glazed doors
750.M - A heavy-duty lightwood 2 drawer filing chest
751.M - A Victorian nursing chair with circular seat, a small
upholstered footstool and tiled top coffee table
752.M - A wooden bound cabin trunk, a mahogany octagonal
top occasional table and a vintage sewing machine
753.M - A large Anglepoise style lamp and a 1970s vintage
buttoned upholstered chair
754.M - A set of 7 mahogany dining chairs with pink brocade
upholstery
755.M - Three various upholstered wing chairs
756.M - A blue and red patterned Persian rug
757.M - A stained deal storage chest with a lift lid & side
handles
758.M - Two small dark wood tables and an oval wall mirror
759.M - Vintage operators stool and a vintage suitcase
760.M - A vintage treadle fret saw
761.M - 2 vintage sewing machines
762.M - A nest of three 1970s vintage light wood coffee tables
763.M - A Victorian carved mahogany hall chair on turned legs
764.M - 2 Victorian style towel rails
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765.M - Dark wood rectangular topped coffee table and a
reproduction bedside cabinet with a tooled leather top and
small drawers
766.M - A reproduction mahogany bedroom chest of 3 drawers
767.M - A reproduction dark wood table top style display
cabinet with a lift lid, pedestal and tripod base
768.M - A reproduction bureau with a fall front and drawers
under and a vintage cocktail cabinet
769.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany jardiniere stand with
shelf under
770.M - 2 1970s vintage light wood bedroom chests
771.M - An oval ended white marble topped bathroom table on
cast iron base
772.M - A small lightwood tabletop miniature chest of 15
drawers
773.M - A heavily carved hardwood wind out dining table with
"D" ends, on carved cabriole legs with ball and claw feet,
extending to approximately 8ft. 6ins
774.M - A set of 8 (6+2) heavily carved mahogany Chippendale
style dining chairs with fretwork backs on carved cabriole
legs with ball and claw feet
775.M - Mahogany rectangular top wind out dining table on
carved cabriole legs with ball and claw feet extending to
approximately 6ft.
776.M - A set of 4 carved mahogany Chippendale style Carver
chairs on carved cabriole legs with ball and claw feet
777.M - A child's bentwood chair, a wooden screen and a
galvanised bucket
778.M - Two vintage aluminium milk churns
779.M - A 1950s vintage hand-operated Klaxon warning siren
780.M - A miniature oak wall hanging corner cabinet, a
sarcophagus shaped tea caddy, 2 wooden boxes and a
small rosewood tea caddy
781.M - A mahogany rectangular top twin pedestal desk with 9
drawers
782.M - A mahogany bedroom cabinet with false drawers
783.M - An Edwardian Sutherland table with tapered legs and
drop leaves
784.M - A Victorian mahogany bidet with lid and liner
785.M - A Victorian mahogany Pembroke table with one end
drawer
786.M - Victorian mahogany oval top tip up pedestal table with
four scroll legs
787.M - A mahogany circular top tip-up pedestal table with a
tripod base
788.M - A 1950s vintage bow front walnut display cabinet with
two glazed doors enclosing glass shelves on cabriole legs
789.M - A large heavily carved coffer with a panelled front and
lift lid
790.M - A pair of mahogany shield back wall brackets
791.M - An Edwardian mahogany washstand with a mottled
marble top, a tiled splashback one drawer and cupboard
under
792.M - An inlaid mahogany fold over top washstand with a
slide up mirror and cupboards under
793.M - Miscellaneous walking sticks, umbrellas and shooting
sticks etc
794.M - An Edwardian mahogany office elbow chair with
shaped wooden seat on turned legs
795.M - Very ornately decorated black and gilt work button back
bedroom chair on cabriole legs
796.M - Mahogany semicircular foldover tea table on tapered
legs
797.M - Mahogany rectangular topped two drawer side table on
turned legs
798.M - A 19th Century mahogany drinks tray with two brass
handles
799.V - A pair of dark wood Windsor wheel back elbow chairs
with wooden seats
800.M - A small Windsor child's elbow chair
801.M - Reproduction bow front bedroom chest of 4 drawers
with brushing slide
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802.M - A dark wood bedroom cabinet with 2 drawers 2
cupboards
803.M - Brass inlaid mahogany writing box with a lift lid (locked)
804.M - Mahogany chest two short and three long drawers with
turned knobs
805.M - An inlaid mahogany bow fronted chest of three short
and 3 long graduated drawers with brass drop handles on
splayed feet
806.M - An inlaid mahogany bureau with a fall front enclosing a
fitted interior, 4 graduated drawers under with brass
handles on bracket feet
807.M - Edwardian inlaid mahogany Sutherland table with
tapered legs
808.M - An Edwardian inlaid oak 2-drawer writing table with a
tooled leather surface on tapered legs
809.M - An inlaid walnut rectangular top lowboy with three small
drawers on cabriole legs
810.M - A mahogany rectangular topped lowboy with three
small drawers on cabriole legs
811.M - A Victorian mahogany rectangular topped work box
with two false & two real drawers on tapered support
812.M - An Edwardian carved walnut fold over envelope card
table enclosing a green baized surface with 1 drawer on
cabriole legs
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Day 1 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am
Office furniture, Catering equip, carpets & rugs,
Home furnishings, mattresses
1001.M - 1 folding literature stand, 4 frames & 1 folding sign
board
1002.M - A quantity of various exhibition related items including
blue boards, graphics hangers etc
1003.V - A quantity of approx 100 carpet tiles by Shaw each at
61cm x 61cm
1004.V - A quantity of approx 100 carpet tiles by Shaw each at
61cm x 61cm
1005.V - A quantity of approx 100 carpet tiles by Shaw each at
61cm x 61cm
1006.V - A quantity of approx 100 carpet tiles by Shaw each at
61cm x 61cm
1007.V - A quantity of approx 100 carpet tiles by Shaw each at
61cm x 61cm
1008.V - A quantity of approx 50 Ecologix carpet tiles by Shaw
each at 92cm x 46cm
1009.V - A quantity of approx 50 Ecologix carpet tiles by Shaw
each at 92cm x 46cm
1010.V - A quantity of approx 50 Ecologix carpet tiles by Shaw
each at 92cm x 46cm
1011.V - 2 x white 6 drawer storage cabinets
1012.V - 1 computer trolley & 1 small glass table
1013.V - 1 fire resisting four drawer filing cabinet by Phoenix type
2244 supplied with 2 keys (in auction office)
1014.V - 1 shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
1015.V - 1 shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
1016.V - 1 shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
1017.V - 1 shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
1018.V - 1 brown metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1019.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1020.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1021.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Steelcase
1022.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Steelcase
1023.V - 1 low brown metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1024.V - 1 low brown metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1025.V - 1 small grey metal shutter front cabinet
1026.V - 1 bay of blue / grey metal boltless stores type racking
1027.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1028.V - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1029.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1030.V - 1 metal 3 drawer filing cabinet
1031.V - 2 metal four drawer filing cabinets

£15-£30
£20-£40
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£10-£20
£12-£25
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1032.V - A quantity of various graphics hangers and 1 projection
screen
1033.V - 1 flip chart easel, 4 bentwood chairs, 2 charcoal
upholstered stacking chairs, 1 coffee table and 1 circular
table
1034.V - 1 dark wood effect office cabinet with 2 glass doors
1035.V - 1 grey metal open front cabinet
1036.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1037.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1038.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1039.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1040.V - 2 lateral 2-drawer filing cabinets
1041.V - 1 computer trolley & 1 wood effect 2 drawer filing
cabinet
1042.V - 1 white office cabinet with one drawer and two doors
1043.V - 1 dark wood effect shelf unit, 1 wood effect 2 door
storage cabinet and 1 other wood effect shelf unit
1044.V - 1 red / grey metal 4 door personnel locker with 4 keys
1045.V - 1 wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet
1046.V - 1 ex MoD grey metal two door personnel locker
1047.V - 1 ex MoD grey metal two door personnel locker
1048.V - 1 grey metal 10 drawer index type cabinet
1049.V - 1 grey metal 12 drawer index type cabinet
1050.V - 1 dark grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by
Bisley
1051.V - 1 dark grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by
Bisley - slightly wider than the previous lot
1052.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1053.V - 1 wood effect single pedestal desk and 1 wood effect
rectangular table
1054.V - 4 various wood effect office tables
1055.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with NO pedestal and
1 one small rectangular office table
1056.V - 1 grey wood effect corner workstation with single fixed
pedestal & 2 other grey corner workstations with NO
pedestals
1057.V - 1 Walter Raleigh and one pigeon hole type unit
1058.V - A silver metal mesh 2-person personnel locker requires padlocks
1059.V - 2 yellow metal mesh 2-person personnel lockers requires padlocks
1060.V - 2 grey metal 6-person personal lockers supplied with all
keys
1061.V - 2 blue / grey metal 2-person personal lockers supplied
with all keys
1062.V - 1 blue / grey metal two door office wardrobe cabinet
with hanging rail and shelves inside, supplied with key
1063.V - 1 blue / grey metal two door office wardrobe cabinet
with hanging rail and shelves inside, supplied with key
1064.V - 1 blue / grey metal two door office cabinet with shelves
inside, supplied with key
1065.V - 1 wood effect lateral 2-drawer filing cabinet, supplied
with key
1066.V - 3 purple upholstered reception type seats and two black
upholstered cantilever chairs
1067.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations (1 left handed & 1
right handed) and 2 underwork pedestals
1068.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations (1 left handed & 1
right handed) and 2 underwork pedestals
1069.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations (1 left handed & 1
right handed) and 2 underwork pedestals
1070.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations (1 left handed & 1
right handed) and 2 underwork pedestals
1071.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations (1 left handed & 1
right handed) and 1 underwork pedestal
1072.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations (1 left handed & 1
right handed) and 1 underwork pedestal
1073.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations (1 left handed & 1
right handed) and 2 underwork pedestals
1074.V - 1 wood effect single pedestal desk
1075.V - 1 wood effect single pedestal desk & 1 other small table
1076.V - 3 small white rectangular tables
1077.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
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1078.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1079.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1080.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1081.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1082.M - 2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
1083.M - 3 blue upholstered office swivel swivel chairs by
Senator
1084.V - 6 black upholstered office swivel chairs with red mesh
back panels
1085.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1086.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1087.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1088.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1089.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1090.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1091.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1092.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1093.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal and a rear desk hung vanity screen
1094.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal, a rear desk hung vanity screen and two other non
matching end pedestals
1095.V - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RH
1096.V - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RH
1097.V - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RH
1098.V - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RH
1099.V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Comforto
1100.V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Comforto
1101.V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Comforto
1102.V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Comforto
1103.V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Comforto
1104.V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Comforto
1105.V - A double sided work station with centre blue vanity
screen by Buronomic in dark wood effect with white metal
frame
1106.V - 1 grey rectangular table approx 1.6m x 70cm
1107.V - 1 wood effect rectangular table approx 1.6m x 80cm
1108.V - 1 Cleartex chair mat for low pile carpets
1109.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1110.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1111.V - 1 light wood effect circular table with chrome post legs
and 1 glass / metal TV stand
1112.V - 2 wood effect circular tables and 1 hat /coat stand
1113.V - 1 light wood effect meeting room table approx 2.08m x
1.2m
1114.V - 6 blue upholstered stacking chairs
1115.V - 4 stacking bentwood chairs with chrome frames
1116.M - 1 Herman Miller Mirra office swivel chair & 3 other
stacking chairs
1117.V - 1 white metal two door office cabinet with wood effect
top - height approx 1.18m
1118.V - 1 white metal two door office cabinet with wood effect
top - height approx 1.18m
1119.V - 1 white metal two door office cabinet with wood effect
top - height approx 1.18m
1120.V - 1 white metal open front office cabinet with wood effect
top
1121.V - 1 white metal open front office cabinet with wood effect
top
1122.V - 1 white metal two door office cabinet with wood effect
top height approx 1.67m
1123.V - 1 white metal two door office cabinet with wood effect
top height approx 1.67m
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1124.M - 3 grey / purple reception seats by Allermuir
£25-£50
1125.V - 1 glass / metal square coffee table
£10-£20
1126.V - 1 black upholstered 3 person sofa by Ikea
£50-£100
1127.V - 1 black upholstered 3 person sofa by Ikea
£50-£100
1128.V - 9 stacking stools (5 have grey plastic seats & 4 have
£25-£50
black plastic seats)
1129.V - 6 black leather upholstered cantilever chairs by Triumph £60-£120
1130.V - 6 black leather upholstered cantilever chairs by Triumph £60-£120
1131.V - 5 charcoal upholstered stacking chairs
£20-£40
1132.V - 3 black upholstered cantilever chairs
£12-£25
1133.V - 1 blue / grey metal single door personnel locker,
£15-£30
supplied with key
£12-£25
1134.M - 1 brown upholstered arm chair with matching footstool
1135.V - 1 white rectangular coffee table approx 1.18m x 59cm
£10-£20
1136.V - 1 white rectangular coffee table approx 1.18m x 59cm
£10-£20
1137.V - 1 box containing 4 x large novelty oversize spectacle
£25-£50
mirrors
1138.V - 1 box containing 4 x large novelty oversize spectacle
£25-£50
mirrors
1139.V - 1 box containing 4 x large novelty oversize spectacle
£25-£50
mirrors
1140.V - 1 box containing 4 x large novelty oversize spectacle
£25-£50
mirrors
1141.V - 1 box containing 4 x large novelty oversize spectacle
£25-£50
mirrors
1142.V - 1 oak framed mirror approx 108cm x 78cm
£8-£15
1143.V - 1 oak framed mirror approx 93cm x 68cm
£6-£12
1144.V - 1 oak framed mirror approx 93cm x 68cm - frame has a
£5-£10
small split
1145.V - 1 wood / iron bedside unit with shelf & drawer
£10-£20
1146.V - 1 wood / iron bedside unit with shelf & drawer
£10-£20
1147.V - 1 wood / iron bedside unit with shelf & drawer
£10-£20
1148.V - 1 wood / iron split level coffee table with two drawers
£25-£50
1149.V - 1 wood / iron split level coffee table with two drawers
£25-£50
1150.V - 1 leather / canvas Union Jack armchair
£50-£100
1151.V - 1 novelty wood / blue metal single door tractor
£50-£100
cupboard with built in lights which have twin Euro plug and
will require a UK adaptor
1152.V - 1 novelty wood / red metal tall single door tractor drinks £60-£120
cabinet with shelves above, wine rack in cupboard and built
in lights which have twin Euro plug and will require a UK
adaptor
1153.V - 1 novelty wood / red metal single door tractor cupboard £50-£100
with built in lights which have twin Euro plug and will
require a UK adaptor
1154.V - 1 novelty red metal wheeled desk with Jeep style front, £150-£300
glass top and built in lights which have twin Euro plug and
will require a UK adaptor
1155.V - 1 novelty blue metal wheeled double tractor desk with
£140-£280
wooden top and built in lights which have twin Euro plug
and will require a UK adaptor
£140-£280
1156.V - 1 novelty red metal wheeled double tractor desk with
wooden top and built in lights which have twin Euro plug
and will require a UK adaptor
1157.V - 1 blue upholstered button back cocktail type chair
£25-£50
1158.V - 1 mustard upholstered button back chair
£20-£40
1159.V - 1 dark grey upholstered button back chair
£20-£40
1160.V - 1 Veranda slipper side chair RRP £99
£12-£25
1161.V - 1 pink upholstered Dudis wingback chair RRP £309
£25-£50
1162.V - 1 light grey upholstered Dudis wingback chair
£25-£50
1163.V - 1 Henley manual recliner chair RRP £249
£30-£60
1164.V - 1 Dupuis wingback chair RRP £186
£20-£40
1165.V - 1 Dupuis wingback chair RRP £186
£20-£40
1166.V - 1 purple upholstered Chesterfield chair RRP £349
£40-£80
1167.V - 1 Lambeth fabric chair RRP region of £200
£20-£40
1168.V - 1 Parmelee club chair RRP £219
£25-£50
1169.V - 1 grey upholstered armchair with matching footstool
£25-£50
1170.V - 1 Tarnby cocktail chair RRP £95
£15-£30
1171.V - 1 Agora armchair RRP £449
£50-£100
1172.V - 1 Agora armchair RRP £449
£50-£100
1173.V - 1 June tub sheel chair RRP £246
£25-£50
1174.V - 1 Leni rocking chair RRP £75
£15-£30
1175.V - 1 Avoca cocktail ottoman RRP £195
£25-£50

1176.V - 1 green upholstered button back chair
1177.V - 2 Marengo 66cm bar stools RRP £106 each
1178.V - 2 Anyan 98cm bar chairs RRP £97 each
1179.V - 1 Deloris bar stool RRP £113 & 1 Marengo bar stool
1180.V - 1 Newmarket height adjustable swivel bar stool
1181.V - 2 Pritchett height adjustable swivel bar stools
1182.V - 2 cream upholstered bar stools
1183.V - 2 grey upholstered bar stools
1184.V - 1 Eclipse height adjustable swivel bar stool & 1 other
non matching bar stool
1185.V - 1 bar stool by Riley Ave RRP £39 & 1 bar stool with
height adjustable screw seat
1186.V - 2 Lorenzo dining chairs RRP £48 each
1187.V - 2 cream upholstered dining chairs RRP £58 each
1188.V - 1 Olney wingback chair and footstool RRP £267
1189.V - 1 Adaline chaise lounge RRP £449, 1 grey chair and 1
child's size chaise lounge - All items are missing the legs
1190.V - 1 Avoca cocktail ottoman RRP £195
1191.V - 1 Rita futon chair RRP £249
1192.V - 1 deluxe reclining glider chair and foot stool by Obaby
1193.V - 1 Forcier manual swivel recliner chair with footstool
1194.V - 1 Aarav electric swivel recliner chair with power supply
RRP £379
1195.V - 1 Isiah cocktail pouffe RRP £289
1196.V - 1 deluxe reclining glider chair and foot stool by Obaby
1197.V - 1 beige upholstered arm chair
1198.V - 1 Askew brown leather upholstered manual recliner
chair RRP £242
1199.V - 1 double bed comprising of a 4ft 6inch coil sprung
mattress and a two part divan base which is bigger than the
mattress
1200.V - 1 double bed comprising of a 5ft Dormeo Aloe Vera
memory foam mattress and a two part divan base
1201.V - 1 double bed comprising of a 5ft Reflex foam mattress
RRP £67 and a two part divan base which is bigger than
the mattress
1202.V - 1 double bed comprising of a 5ft Sareer cool sprung
mattress and a two part divan base which is bigger than the
mattress
1203.V - 1 double bed comprising of a 4ft 6inch Wayfair Sleep
coil sprung mattress, a grey upholstered head board & a
two part divan base which is bigger than the mattress
1204.V - 1 double bed comprising of a 5ft memory foam mattress
and a two part divan base
1205.M - 1 double bed comprising of a Cool Flex memory foam
6ft mattress and a two part base both with lift up tops for
storage under (no feet / wheels supplied).
1206.V - 1 single bed comprising of a 3ft mattress and a one part
divan base with two drawers
1207.V - 1 single bed comprising of a 3ft Wayfair Sleep mattress
and a one part divan base with two drawers
1208.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer, 80cm / 32 inch (NO
divan base included)
1209.V - A one part 3ft divan base with two drawers (No
mattress included)
1210.V - 1 Comfort pocket sprung 3000 mattress, 6ft,
1211.V - 1 Silentnight Tarra Miracoil tufted mattress, 6ft,
1212.V - 1 Comfort pocket sprung 2000 mattress, 6ft,
1213.V - 1 Silver deluxe memory foam mattress by Dormeo, 5ft
,RRP £339
1214.V - 1 Tufted pocket sprung 1000 mattress, 5ft, RRP £319
1215.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Wayfair Sleep, 5ft,
1216.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Wayfair Sleep, 5ft,
1217.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Wayfair Sleep, 5ft,
1218.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Wayfair Sleep, 5ft,
1219.V - 1 Comfort pocket sprung 2000 mattress, 5ft,
1220.V - 1 Layzee 800 pocket pillow top mattress, 5ft,
1221.V - 1 mattress by Sareer, 5ft
1222.V - 1 memory foam 7 zone mattress, 4ft 6inch,
1223.V - 1 Evianna mattress, 4ft 6inch, RRP £399 but this price
includes a bed base which is not included
1224.V - 1 pocket sprung 1000 mattress, 4ft 6inch, RRP £186
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1225.V - 1 Airsprung Beds Hush Naturals 2000 pocket sprung
mattress, 4ft 6inch, RRP £389
1226.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Wayfair Sleep, 4ft 6inch,
1227.V - 1 Hyder Living 1000 pocket sprung pillow top mattress,
4ft 6inch, RRP £289
1228.V - 1 Essentials ortho open coil mattress by Wayfair Sleep,
4ft 6 inch, RRP £137
1229.V - 1 Cool Blue memory foam pocket sprung 1000 series
mattress by Wayfair Sleep, 4ft 6inch - possibly short
version
1230.V - 1 Essentials ortho open coil mattress, 4ft 6inch
1231.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep Cool Blue memory coil mattress 4ft
6inch RRP £98 - believed to be short version
1232.V - 1 mattress, 4ft 6inch - NO other details visible
1233.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep 1000 mattress, 4ft 6inch
1234.V - 1 pocket sprung 1000 mattress, 4ft 6inch
1235.V - 1 Cool Blue memory coil mattress 4ft
1236.V - 1 Mirapocket Ortho 1400 Eco comfort mattress, 4ft
1237.V - 1 memory foam mattress, 4ft - will require cleaning
1238.V - 1 Cool Blue memory pocket 800 mattress, 4ft - believed
to be short version
1239.V - 1 Cool Touch mattress, 4ft
1240.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep memory coil mattress 4ft
1241.V - 1 Stompa IC200P Airflow Pocket mattress, 90cm x
200cm
1242.V - 1 Stompa IC200P Airflow Pocket mattress, 90cm x
200cm
1243.V - 1 mattress, 3ft - NO other details visible and short
version
1244.V - 1 mattress, 3ft - No other details visible
1245.V - 1 memory coil mattress, 3ft
1246.V - 1 Julian Bowen mattress, 3ft and 1 other 3ft mattress
with no other details visible
1247.V - A pair of non turn 3ft mattresses - No other details
visible
1248.V - 1 memory coil mattress, 2ft 6 inch
1249.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep mattress, 2ft 6 inch
1250.V - 1 large rectangular oak framed mirror
1251.V - 3 art prints on canvas - 2 abstract & 1 forest at night
1252.V - 1 art print on canvas - abstract
1253.V - A 3 section art print on canvas & a 5 section art print on
canvas - 1 abstract and 1 flowers
1254.V - 2 art prints on canvas - 1 abstract & 1 Knight being
knighted
1255.V - A 3 section art print on canvas, 1 other art print on
canvas & 1 mounted print - all flower related
1256.V - A 3 section art print on canvas (mountains) & a 4
section art print on canvas
1257.V - A 5 section art print on canvas & 1 other art print on
canvas - abstract
1258.V - 4 various art prints on canvas & 1 framed print
1259.V - A 3 section art print on canvas & 2 other art prints on
canvas - birds, flower and Mickey Mouse
1260.V - 2 art prints on canvas - both abstract
1261.V - 5 various art prints on canvas
1262.V - 2 art prints on canvas - 1 lake at night and 1 stars
1263.V - 2 art prints on canvas - both abstract city scenes
1264.V - 4 various art prints on canvas, 1 framed print and 1
unframed print
1265.V - 3 various art prints on canvas - 1 unicorn, 1 abstract & 1
beach
1266.V - 2 art prints on canvas - both abstract
1267.V - 3 various art prints on canvas and 3 framed prints
1268.V - 2 art prints on canvas (flowers) and 1 framed butterfly
print
1269.V - 2 art prints on canvas - 1 abstract dog and 1 abstract
1270.V - 4 various art prints on canvas - 1 beach, 2 abstract and
1 sunset
1271.V - 2 art prints on canvas - tropical beach
1272.V - 1 tripod floor lamp
1273.V - 1 white metal floor lamp
1274.V - 1 tripod floor lamp
1275.V - 1 black metal floor lamp with glass shade
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1276.V - 1 arched floor lamp, 196cm, RRP £71
1277.V - A pair of floor standing lamps
1278.V - 2 tables lamps with shades
1279.V - A pair of table lamps with cream shades
1280.V - 1 vinyl floor mat & 1 art print on canvas (coffee cup)
1281.V - 7 various picture frames
1282.V - 1 small circular table by Pacific, 1 art print on wood and
2 wall hung garment rails
1283.V - 2 pieces of modern style metal wall art - 1 abstract & 1
Be Happy - details as per the photograph
1284.V - 2 pieces of modern style metal wall art - both abstract detail as per the photograph
1285.V - 1 drum style shade by Endon - No other details visible
(believed to be just the shade)
1286.V - 1 decorative wall clock by AMS - butterflies
1287.V - 1 Jazz wall clock by Nextime & 1 wall clock by Jones
1288.V - 2 large wall clocks
1289.V - 1 stainless steel kitchen splashback by Zeller approx
56cm x 49cm
1290.V - 1 Willa Arlo 1-light candle wall light RRP £149
1291.V - 1 Willa Arlo 1-light candle wall light RRP £149
1292.V - 1 Isai 62cm table lamp with shade RRP £109
(HADO1131) and 1 other table lamp
1293.V - 10 various poster tubes containing a quantity of
unframed prints
1294.V - 1 multi aperture photo frame
1295.V - 1 table lamp with cream shade and 1 blue / white vase
containing artificial flowers
1296.V - A pair of table lamps by Safavieh with white shades
1297.V - 1 pet cage by Iris type CLS960 white
1298.V - A pair of table lamps with black shades
1299.V - 1 rectangular white framed mirror approx 103cm x
73cm
1300.V - 4 various throws & 1 Rocco area rug
1301.V - 1 circular mirror diameter approx 1m
1302.V - 1 Inouye rectangular accent mirror RRP £123
1303.V - 1 piece of modern style metal wall art - detail as per the
photograph
1304.V - 1 Costilla accent mirror RRP £131
1305.V - 1 large over mantel mirror
1306.V - 2 mirrors by FMD Furniture type 4020-400
1307.V - 1 Westman bathroom mirror RRP £69
1308.V - 1 framed print (bird on tree) & 1 art print on canvas
(palm leaves)
1309.V - 1 Vista full length mirror RRP £84
1310.V - 1 mirror with rustic metal frame approx 90cm x 1.2m
1311.V - 1 circular mirror with wide silver coloured plastic frame
diameter approx 1m
1312.V - 1 silver foil skeleton oversize wall clock by Hill diameter
approx 1m
1313.V - 1 rectangular mirror with silver coloured frame by Home
Essence RRP £151
1314.V - 1 Fort Hamilton accent mirror RRP £62
1315.V - 1 large rectangular mirror with white frame approx 65cm
x 1.6m
1316.V - 1 rectangular mirror with gold coloured frame approx
80cm x 1.66m
1317.V - A pair of vase table lamps (no shades required)
1318.V - A pair of large table lamps with shades by Safavieh
type UKL4402C
1319.V - 4 purple cushions by MacAllister
1320.V - 2 Arabella handmade shag sheepskin white rugs RRP
from £19 to £51 each depending on size
1321.V - 1 super soft fleece and 2 throws
1322.V - 2 bedspreads by Vivente and 2 pairs of cushions
1323.V - 4 matching Delrio cotton cushions
1324.V - 5 Boone scatter cushions
1325.V - 3 Paoletti grey cushions, 1 matching grey cushion cover
& a pair of cushions by Charlotte Anderson
1326.V - 1 Biederlack throw, 1 Johanna faux fur throw RRP £69
& 1 swinging crib set by Clair de Lune
1327.V - 2 pairs of goose feather pillows RRP £24 per pair
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1328.V - 1 bedspread set from the Kylie Diamond Collection
RRP £43
1329.V - 1 Snuggledown single size hollowfibre mattress topper
& 1 Dreamland Intelliheat premium fleece heated under
blanket, size double with dual control RRP £79
1330.V - 1 blue / white ceramic table lamp with shade
1331.V - A quantity of various items including 4 baskets, 2 coat
rails, a mat, doorstops etc
1332.V - A quantity of various items including a handmade
planter, a coat rail, a key hanger, a small adjustable height
bed table etc
1333.V - 1 duvet (size unknown) and 3 various throws
1334.V - 1 high back bean bag chair RRP £39 & 1 other bean
bag
1335.V - 2 black metal wall clocks, both diameter 59cm
1336.V - 1 wall clock diameter approx 59cm
1337.V - 1 goose feather / down king size duvet 10.5 tog & a pair
of over filled pillows
1338.V - A pair of small table lamps with shades
1339.V - A pair of mirrored table lamps (no shades) & 1 Koll
dresser mirror RRP £50
1340.V - 2 Juliana table lamps by Globo type 5132-1T
1341.V - 1 Slemp 159cm reading floor lamp RRP £49
1342.V - 1 Slemp 159cm reading floor lamp RRP £49
1343.V - 1 Slumberdown double size 10.5 tog washable duvet
and two cushions with no covers
1344.V - 1 Helena Springfield quilted bedspread, 1 Johanna faux
fur throw RRP £69 & 1 other throw
1345.V - 1 very ornate floor standing lamp - details as per the
photograph
1346.V - 1 very ornate floor standing lamp - details as per the
photograph
1347.V - 1 very ornate floor standing lamp - details as per the
photograph
1348.V - 3 small matching table lamps with shades RRP £26
each
1349.V - A pair of table lamps (NO shades), 1 Quadro Premium
LS21 self-watering planter, 1 grey square planter (chipped
corner) & 2 artificial plants
1350.V - 4 light blue cushions & 2 small cube bean bags
1351.V - 1 Calvados 4 light ceiling light in wood / black / silver
1352.V - 1 clothes airer, 50 velvet suit hangers, 1 spice rack & 4
All Chic wall hung panels
1353.V - 2 rectangular baskets with lift up lids
1354.V - 1 rectangular basket with lift up lid
1355.V - 1 single size goose down duvet 13.5 tog, 1 spinal
alignment pillow & 1 mattress protector
1356.V - 1 super king size white duck feather and down duvet &
a pair of pillows
1357.V - 9 various cushions. Contents of one shelf
1358.V - 1 Saxby traditional style outdoor PIR Half Lantern light
1359.V - 3 various throws
1360.V - 3 floral pattern bedspreads by Dreams and Drapes all
230cm x 200cm
1361.V - 1 super king size bed spread set by Imperial Rooms
1362.V - 1 large faux fur throw by Luxus Pur, 150cm x 200cm
1363.V - 1 tripod floor lamp with cream shade
1364.V - 7 various pairs of curtains
1365.V - 1 mattress topper - size unknown
1366.V - A pair of fully lined curtains by Prime Linens approx
229cm x 274cm with matching pelmet and ties backs
1367.V - 5 various pairs of curtains (several pairs match) and 1
single curtain
1368.V - 7 various pairs of curtains (several pairs match)
1369.V - 6 various pairs of curtains (several pairs match) & 1
single curtain
1370.V - 1 king-size duck feather and down mattress topper
1371.V - 1 Paoletti single size bedspread & 1 Paoletti Verona
king size bed wrap
1372.V - 7 various pairs of curtains (several pairs match)
1373.V - 6 various pairs of curtains (several pairs match)
1374.V - 5 various pairs of curtains
1375.V - 7 various pairs of curtains
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1376.V - An All Seasons Slumberdown 15 tog double quilt and a
snuggle bed throw
1377.V - An All Seasons Slumberdown 15 tog King size quilt and
a snuggle bed throw
1378.V - 7 various pairs of curtains
1379.V - 5 pairs of various curtains, 2 voila panels and two
cushions
1380.V - 7 various pairs of curtains
1381.V - 8 Pairs of various curtains
1382.V - One large faux fur blanket RRP £112.99
1383.V - 7 various unused pillows
1384.V - 5 various pairs of curtains and 2 net curtain panels
1385.V - 6 various pairs of curtains
1386.V - 6 various pairs of curtains
1387.V - 7 various pairs of curtains
1388.V - 1 stylish bedspread set and one faux fur throw
1389.V - 2 various throws
1390.V - 6 various pairs of curtains
1391.V - 7 various pairs of curtains
1392.V - 6 various pairs of curtains
1393.V - 7 various pairs of curtains and a voila panel
1394.V - 4 various throws
1395.V - 4 various throws
1396.V - 4 various throws
1397.V - A quantity of various size bedding
1398.V - 6 various double duvet covers and 2 packs of pillow
cases
1399.V - 6 various pairs of curtains
1400.V - 6 various king-size duvet sets and 1 valance sheet
1401.V - Two double duvet sets, various size fitted sheets and
pillowcases
1402.V - 5 double duvet sets and 1 double bed base wrap
1403.V - 8 single duvet sets and 1 single fitted sheet
1404.V - 5 king-size duvet set and 1 king size valance sheet
1405.V - 2 king-size duvet sets with matching fitted sheet pillow
shams and pillowcases
1406.V - 3 king-size duvet covers with fitted sheets & pillow
cases
1407.V - 4 various super king duvet sets, fitted sheets and
pillowcases
1408.V - 6 various double duvet sets
1409.V - 8 various king-size duvet sets
1410.V - 6 various super king duvet set and a pack of pillow
cases
1411.V - 6 various double duvet sets
1412.V - 6 various king-size duvet sets and 2 cotton fitted sheets
1413.V - 2 decorative blue table lamps by Safavieh
1414.V - 2 decorative large table top lamps by Safavieh
1415.V - 3 boxes containing pocket door hardware kits and a
quantity of various sized blinds
1416.V - A large unused sealed ironing board by brabantia RRP
£59.99 and a garden parasol
1417.V - 2 various lamps, 2 matching candlesticks and an
artificial plant
1418.V - A triple bin by Terry and a stainless steel mail box
1419.V - 3 various mirrors and 3 various picture frames
1420.V - A round mirror and a carry basket
1421.V - A large basket, a pedal bin, clock, lamp, artificial plant
etc. Contents of 1 wide shelf
1422.V - A portable clothes rail, and a quantity of lampshades
1423.V - 1 Classic three arm chandelier type Light
1424.V - A doormat, a carpet protector and two over the door
coat racks
1425.V - 4 various lamps, a large lampshade and a wall mounted
coat rack
1426.V - One flat pack single drawer bedside table type Everton
RRP £133.98
1427.V - 1 flat pack oak floor standing grandfather clock 72-inch
traditional
1428.V - A quantity of various gift related item including three
clocks, a stool, metal birds etc
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1429.M - A quantity of various related items including a door
stop, a weaved basket, two lamp shades, a wall lamp and a
laundry basket
1430.V - A quantity of various awning covers, a rug, metal poppy
wall decoration, cushion covers etc. Contents of 1 wide
shelf
1431.V - A quantity of various related items including 2 table
lamps, heart-shaped stones etc.
1432.V - One arched floor lamp with shade and a small square
clock
1433.V - A quantity of various related items including three
lamps,a floor lamp, a shoe storage cabinet. Contents of
one wide shelf
1434.V - Two black geometric pendant lights, a floor lamp and a
flexi clock. Contents of one shelf
1435.V - A quantity of various gift related items including a
mirror, towel rail, a rug, floor tiles etc. Contents of 1 wide
shelf
1436.M - Four various unused kitchen bins/recycling bins
1437.V - A quantity of various door handles and two MDF
storage boxes
1438.V - A wall mounted shelf, a bath shelf, and an unused
kitchen sink
1439.V - A quantity of various gift related items including 5
artificial plants, two rolls of wallpaper, a glass jar etc.
Contents of 1 wide shelf
1440.V - Tall brass effect cantilever floor lamp with black drum
shade
1441.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Paco home Brilliance 120x170 & 1 x
JY Moroccan hype 4'x6'
1442.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x large cream rug 160x230 & 1 Paco
home Mondial 160x230
1443.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x OCI - Happiness 120x170 & 1 other
patterned rug
1444.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Paco Home Glamour 160x230 & a
Mint Rugs Allure Hash 160x230
1445.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Think Rugs Nobal House 120x170 &
1 x Paco Home Sky 120x170
1446.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Mint Rugs Madison Glaze 160x230
& 1x Kayoom Stella 300 160x230
1447.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Nuloom Bodrum 4'x6' & 1 x Vettore
Naomi 120x160
1448.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Safavieh Cambridge 152x245 &
Vista shaggy 160x230
1449.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x OCI Butterfly Admiral 120x170 & 1x
Hanse Home black and white rug 120x170
1450.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Safavieh vintage rug 5' x7' & 1x
Paco Home Mondial 230x160
1451.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Lalee Noblesse 80x150 & 1 x Kilim
rug 160x100
1452.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Mint Rugs Tiffany Cross 160x230 &
1 x CIT Allround 180x230
1453.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Jungle weave rug 120x170 & 1 x
Kayoom faux fur pink 120x170
1454.V - 1 x large rug, Asiatic London - York duckegg 160x230
RRP £190
1455.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x indoor/outdoor 160x230 & 1 x black
and white rug 160x230
1456.V - 1 x Paco home rug type Theresa 230x160
1457.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x multi coloured rug 150x230 & 1 x
HMC Ultimate Dragonfly 150x230
1458.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Universal Bianca 160x230 & 1 x
grey patterned rug 160x230
1459.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Kukoon Halcyon 160x230 & 1 x
Nourison Celestial 160x221
1460.V - 1 x rug by Safavieh type Cambridge 152x245
1461.V - 1 x Turkish white grey and blue patterned rug approx
160x230
1462.V - 2 various rugs, 1 x Think Rugs Boho 160x230 & 1 x
Mint Rugs Allure Wire 160x230
1463.M - 1 Meshwani runner 226cm x 60cm
1464.M - 1 Meshwani runner approx 258 cm x 62cm
1465.M - 1 Gazak rug approx 122cm x 117cm
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1466.M - 1 vegetable dye wool Chobi Kilim runner approx 193cm
x 57cm
1467.M - 1 Maimana Kilim rug approx 131cm x 80cm
1468.M - 1 Maimana Kilim rug approx 90cm x 60cm
1469.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including cushions,
cushion cover etc. Contents of one basket
1470.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including cushions,
cushion cover etc. Contents of one basket
1471.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including cushions,
cushion cover etc. Contents of one basket
1472.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including cushions,
cushion cover etc. Contents of 3 baskets
1473.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including cushions,
cushion cover etc. Contents of 2 baskets
1474.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including cushions,
cushion cover etc. Contents of 2 baskets
1475.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including cushions,
cushion cover etc. Contents of 2 baskets
1476.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including cushions,
cushion cover etc. Contents of 2 baskets
1477.V - Large quantity of soft furnishings including unused
curtains, cushions, cushion cover etc. Contents of 3
baskets
1478.V - Three various orange and red colour patterned rugs
1479.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1480.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1480a.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1480b.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1481.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1482.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1483.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1484.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1485.V - 5 various patterned rugs
1486.V - Two bathroom mat sets and 3 other patterned rugs
1487.V - One large trellis design white rug type Colona
1488.V - One large multicolor design rug
1489.V - One grey and blue pattered rug type Needham
1490.V - One traditional design blue and grey rug
1491.V - 1 Paco home grey designer rug
1492.V - 1 x red and grey rug type Corine RRP £129.99
1493.V - One large yellow rug Craig Kelim Pop Cotton
1494.V - Two various cream grey white rugs combined
1495.M - 1 unused sealed large ironing board by brabantia
1601.V – Lots 1601-1602 are blank
1603.M - 1 stainless steel catering prep table/counter
1604.M - 1 mobile stainless steel catering prep table/counter
1605.M - 1 mobile solid top range with oven beneath by wolf gas
fired - trade
1606.M - One commercial stainless steel mobile Brat pan by
Falcon - 3phase trade
1607.M - 1 fridge freezer by Electrolux - trade
1608.V - 1 stainless steel catering type 2 door cupboard for a
pass through dishwasher
1609.V - A tall single door stainless steel fridge by Polar - 240V
trade
1610.V - A tall single door fridge by LEC - 240v trade
1611.V - One catering stainless steel countertop single door
fridge by Foster - 240V trade
1612.M - 1 stainless steel catering type counter/prep table
1613.V - A large un-assembled cold room by Foster with
chilller/mini grease guzzler - trade
1614.V - A catering type rack with four shelves built
1615.V - A catering type rack with four shelves boxed
1616.V - A catering type rack with four shelves boxed
1617.M - 1 large stainless steel twin sink top
1618.V - One commercial stainless steel steamer by Hobart type
Bonnet - 3phase trade
1619.V - One large commercial mobile double door fridge by
Foster type FSL800H - 240 trade
1620.V - 1 tall commercial stainless steel single door freezer by
Foster - 240v trade
1621.V - 8 fire extinguishers
1622.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
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1623.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1624.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1625.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1626.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1627.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1628.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1629.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1630.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1631.V - A 5 piece knife set by Kyoto type Damascus in wooden
case
1632.V - A 5 piece knife set by Kyoto type Damascus in wooden
case
1633.V - A 9 piece knife set by Samurai in case
1634.V - A 9 piece knife set by Samurai in case
1635.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1636.V - A 7 piece knife set by Waltman and Sohn
1637.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
labels, coffeepot, teapot, milk jug etc.
1638.V - 30 x 8 inch stainless steel vegetable dishes
1639.V - A stainless steel 4-piece stop pot set boxed
1640.V - Three packets each containing three white aprons
1641.V - 4 boxes containing steak knife and fork sets by Prima
1642.V - A four-piece roasting pan set with stainless steel racks
by Prima
1643.V - A four-piece roasting pan set with stainless steel racks
by Prima
1644.V - One box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1645.V - One box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1646.V - One box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1647.V - One box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1648.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
stainless steel pots, a set of scales etc contents of 1 wide
shelf
1649.V - 35 various sized stainless steel bowls
1650.V - A Diaminox powerful blender - 240V trade
1654.V - 10 used saucepans, a small fly zapper and a cookworks
juicer - 240V trade
1655.V - 2 x 4ft stainless steel catering type shelves
1656.M - 2 wine racks
1657.V - A large quantity of various crockery
1658.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
gravy strainers, chopping boards etc. Content of two wide
shelves
1659.V - 1 large stainless steel catering type shelf with wall
brackets
1660.V - A quantity of C-fold blue paper towels, 2-ply napkins
etc. Content of one shelf
1661.V - 10 plastic bakery trays 60 x 40 x 5 cm
1662.V - 10 plastic bakery trays 60 x 40 x 5 cm
1663.V - 10 plastic bakery trays 60 x 40 x 5 cm
1664.V - A rubbermaid cleaning trolley
1665.V - One commercial stainless steel 4 slice toaster by
Wearing (please note this unit tripped the electric so may
require attention) - 240v trade
1666.V - 1 stainless steel table top water boiler by Lincat - 240v
trade
1667.V - Small vacuum packing machine by Buffalo - 240v trade
1668.V - Commercial food blender by Electrocom type Hotel
King and a small hand-held blender by Waring - 240v trade
1669.V - One milkshake maker by Santos, a DeLonghi coffee
maker, a Waring blender and a Magimix juicer - 240v trade
1670.V - A small insect killer by Easy Zap - 240v trade
1671.V - A small insect killer by Easy Zap - 240v trade
1672.V - A small insect killer by Easy Zap - 240v trade
1673.V - A small insect killer by Easy Zap - 240v trade
1674.V - A small insect killer by Easy Zap - 240v trade
1675.V - A 4 slice commercial toaster and a 6 slice commercial
toaster, both by Rowlett - 240v trade
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1676.V - A 4 slice commercial toaster and a 6 slice commercial
toaster, both by Rowlett - 240v trade
1677.M - One electronic cash register by Sharp type xea102 240v trade
1678.M - One electronic cash register by Sharp type xea102 240v trade
1679.V - One large insect killer by Easy Zap - 240v trade
1680.M - One table top commercial food mixer by Minneapolis
type Plutone 7wy15, unit comes with bowl and attachments
- 240v trade
1681.V - One small stainless steel sink with hot and cold taps
1682.V - One commercial stainless steel tabletop rice cooker 240v trade
1683.V - A 6 tray table top Bain Marie by Infernus
1684.V - A large electric griddle type E-DP-820
1685.V - A medium electric griddle type E-DP-818
1686.V - A countertop water boiler by Instanta type 3001f - 240v
trade
1687.V - One commercial stainless steel mincer by Vergo
1688.V - A commercial stainless steel single basket deep fat
fryer by Infernus with drain valve
1689.V - 2 x Nespresso pod coffee machines - 240v trade
1690.V - A commercial stainless steel twin basket deep fat fryer
by Buffalo - 240v trade
1691.V - A small counter top glass door display fridge by Inter
Levin - 240v trade
1692.M - One commercial microwave oven by Buffalo 1850W
model number gk640 please note this unit requires
attention - 240v trade
1693.V - One mobile commercial stainless steel multi deck chiller
by Williams type Gem - 240v trade
1694.M - A commercial stainless steel pass through dishwasher
by CleanaWare - 240v trade
1695.M - 1 combi oven by Hobart - 3Phase trade
1696.M - One commercial stainless steel 2-door bench fridge 240v trade
1697.V - A commercial stainless steel mobile 2-door fridge 240V trade. Please note there is some damage to the
temperature control gauge & it will not come down in
temperature therefore requires attention
1698.V - 1 gas Steak House Grill by Stott Benham type supergrill
800 with mobile stainless steel table - trade
1699.V - 1 mobile catering stainless steel plate warmer by
Wellstood - 240v trade
1700.V - 1 mobile catering stainless steel plate warmer by
Wellstood - 240v trade
1701.V - 1 mobile catering stainless steel plate warmer by
Wellstood - 240v trade
1702.V - A small insect killer by Easy Zap - 240v trade
1703.V - A large commercial stainless steel double sink unit with
shelves beneath
1704.V - One commercial stainless steel kebab rotisserie by
Archway 240v/gas - trade
1705.V - 1 tabletop convection oven type YXD-1AE - 240v trade
1706.V - A commercial table top food mixer by Hobart. Please
note there is no food bowl or attachments - 240v trade
1707.V - A commercial stainless steel 3-tier catering type trolley
1708.V - One commercial stainless steel catering type 3-tier
workstation shelving unit
1709.V - A small vacuum packing machine by Buffalo - 240v
trade
1710.V - A small vacuum packing machine by Buffalo - 240v
trade
1711.V - 1 large stainless steel commercial vacuum packing
machine by Buffalo - 240v trade
1712.V - One commercial stainless steel table with shelf
underneath
1713.V - A large mobile commercial stainless steel deep double
sink unit,
1714.V - One under counter wine fridge by Husky - trade
1715.V - One under counter wine fridge by Husky - trade
1716.V - A 2-door heated cabinet by Victor - 240v trade
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1717.M - One large table top stainless steel commercial mincer
by Berkel (requires attention)- 240v trade
1718.M - 1 commercial stainless steel table top water boiler by
Burco - 240v trade
1719.M - A commercial stainless steel table top twin basket deep
fryer - 240V trade
1720.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm
1721.M - One electronic cash register by Sharp type XEa102 240v trade
1722.V - A large insect killer by Diaminox - 240v trade
1723.V - 1 twin electric stainless steel deep fat fryer
1724.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm
1725.V - One commercial stainless steel twin deep sink unit with
drainer to the right and shelf beneath
1726.M - A single group coffee machine by Lascala type
Carmen. This unit comes with accessories and a box of
disposable cups - 240V trade
1726a.V - One commercial stainless steel two door cabinet
1727.V - A large commercial stainless steel insulated tea/coffee
urn
1728.V - A large commercial stainless steel insulated tea/coffee
urn
1729.V - A large commercial stainless steel insulated tea/coffee
urn
1730.V - One commercial stainless steel catering type table by B
Line with shelf beneath
1731.M - A small table top glass washer by DC series type
SO21PS - 240v trade
1732.M - A commercial stainless steel countertop double basket
deep fat fryer by Premier Range - 240v industrial plugs
fitted trade
1733.V - A commercial stainless steel catering type table by
Bartlett B line with shelf beneath
1734.M - A small counter top Steakhouse Grill by Lincat - 240v
trade
1735.V - A commercial stainless steel catering type table by
Bartlett B line
1736.M - A tall freezer by Blomberg - 240v trade
1737.V - One commercial multideck chiller by Pastor Fridge 240v trade
1738.V - Two small stainless steel hand basins
1739.V - One commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath
1740.V - One commercial stainless steel pass through
dishwasher by Hobart, unit comes with draining board
either side, one of which is mobile - 3phase trade
1741.M - A commercial stainless steel open fronted countertop
catering storage unit
1742.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 920mm x 615mm x 170mm
1743.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 920mm x 615mm x 170mm
1744.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 920mm x 615mm x 170mm
1745.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 920mm x 615mm x 170mm
1746.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1220mm x 615mm x 170mm
1747.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1220mm x 615mm x 170mm
1748.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1220mm x 615mm x 170mm
1749.V - 1 unused stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1520mm x 615mm x 170mm
1750.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1520mm x 615mm x 170mm
1751.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1520mm x 615mm x 170mm
1752.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1520mm x 615mm x 170mm
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1753.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1820mm x 615mm x 170mm
1754.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1820mm x 615mm x 170mm
1755.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1820mm x 615mm x 170mm
1756.V - 1 unused boxed stainless steel catering table with shelf
underneath, measurements 1820mm x 615mm x 170mm
1757.V - 1 unused boxed commercial stainless steel single bowl
double drainer sink unit with shelf beneath size 1500 x 600
x 900mm
1758.V - 1 unused boxed commercial stainless steel single bowl
double drainer sink unit with shelf beneath size 1500 x 600
x 900mm
1759.V - 1 unused boxed commercial stainless steel twin bowl
sink with draining board on the left & shelf beneath size
1500 x 600 x 900mm
1760.V - 1 unused boxed commercial stainless steel twin bowl
sink with draining board on the left & shelf beneath size
1500 x 600 x 900mm
1761.V - 1 unused boxed commercial stainless steel twin bowl
sink with draining board on the right & shelf beneath size
1500 x 600 x 900mm
1762.V - 1 unused boxed commercial stainless steel twin bowl
sink with draining board on the right & shelf beneath size
1500 x 600 x 900mm
1763.M - 6 red upholstered pub stools
1764.V - 2 micromark radiators and various fire extinguishers 240v trade
1765.V - 1 chrome effect metal table with marble effect top type
Jennie RRP £239.99
1766.V - 1 chrome effect metal table with marble effect top type
Jennie RRP £239.99
1767.V - A quantity of various items including five stacking
stools, two white upholstered stools and a quantity of
disassembled cafe type tables
1768.V - One commercial rotating cake display fridge by Tecfrigo
- 240v trade
1769.V - One commercial stainless steel glass 2-door proving
cabinet - trade
1770.V - A large commercial stainless steel deep double sink
unit on wheels
1771.V - A large commercial stainless steel deep double sink
unit on wheels
1772.V - 1 Bay of commercial stainless steel catering type
racking with 5 shelves by Bartlett B line
1773.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop hot food
display cabinet by Parry - 240v trade
1774.V - One commercial stainless steel catering table with shelf
beneath
1775.V - One commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath
1776.M - One commercial catering food processor by Samic 240v trade
1777.M - One commercial meat slicer by Berkel - 240v trade
1778.V - One commercial stainless steel catering type table by
Bartlett B line
1779.V - One large commercial stainless steel hand washing
station with shelf underneath
1780.V - 1 gas fired 5 burner range with ovens below by
Rangemaster - trade
1781.M - Countertop glass washer by Whirlpool type k20 & A
Stainless steel catering type table - 240v trade
1782.M - One commercial stainless steel deep fat fryer - 3phase
trade
1783.V - One commercial 3 group coffee machine with no
handles by ECM type Veneziano - 240v trade
1784.V - One commercial stainless steel catering table by
Bartlett B line with shelf beneath
1785.V - A commercial stainless steel 2 group coffee machine,
please note one leg is missing - 240v trade
1786.V - One commercial stainless steel catering table by B-line
with shelf beneath
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1787.M - 1 Mr Whippy type ice cream machine by Electro Freeze
model number 33S-220 - 240v trade
1788.M - A commercial stainless steel 4 door bench fridge by
Williams with integrated salad bar & 21 gastronorm pots 240v trade
1789.M - 1 ice cream prep counter with digital signage attached 240v trade
1790.V - One commercial stainless steel wash station with sink
1791.V - One commercial stainless steel storage unit with three
drawers to the left and cupboard to the right. Please note 1
drawer is missing the runner
1792.V - One commercial stainless steel storage cabinet with
cupboard to the left and 3 drawers to the right
1793.V - One commercial thick sliced bun toaster by Dualit trade
1794.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop 2 pot bainmarie - 240v trade
1795.V - One large commercial stainless steel sink unit with
drainer, aqua jet tap and shelf beneath
1796.V - A commercial wall mounted hand dryer by Mitsubishi 240v trade
1797.V - 1 mobile commercial stainless steel storage unit
1798.V - One commercial stainless steel 4-burner range by
Lincat - trade
1799.V - One commercial stainless steel 6 ring electric range by
Garland - 3phase trade
1800.M - A commercial stainless steel hot water boiler by Lincat 240v trade
1801.M - A countertop commercial stainless steel twin pizza
oven model FP66R please note only one section is working
- 240v trade
1802.M - A countertop commercial stainless steel twin pizza
oven model FP66R - 240v trade
1803.V - One large commercial stainless steel catering table with
shelf beneath
1804.V - One large commercial stainless steel catering table with
shelf beneath
1805.V - A commercial stainless steel catering type bench/off the
floor storage shelf
1806.V - A commercial stainless steel catering type bench/off the
floor storage shelf
1807.V - A commercial stainless steel catering type bench/off the
floor storage shelf
1808.V - One commercial stainless steel low catering type table
with shelf beneath by Bartlett B-line
1809.V - One commercial stainless steel catering type table with
aluminium shelf beneath
1810.M - A 10 grid commercial combi oven by Hobart comes on
a stand - 3 phase trade
1811.M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display
fridge by Legend - no model visible - appears unused 240v trade
1812.M - 1 large commercial food mixer by Heng Yu, comes with
bowl and 3 mixing attachments 240v - trade
1813.M - One commercial stainless steel single door freezer by
iArp - 240v trade
1814.M - One commercial stainless steel 2 door Foster fridge 240v trade
1815.V - 1 under counter fridge with small freezer compartment
by LEC - 240v trade
1816.V - One commercial multideck chiller by Zoin - 240v trade
1817.V - One commercial stainless steel twin bowl sink unit with
cupboard and shelf beneath
1818.V - One frozen yoghurt dispenser and an under-counter
fridge by Husky
1819.V - 2 counter height 2 door refrigerated cabinets
1820.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop griddle by
Falcon fitted with an industrial blue 240v plug
1821.V - One commercial stainless steel 2-door bench fridge by
Scan Frost - 240v trade
1822.V - One commercial external portable shop sign
1823.V - One commercial external portable shop sign
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1824.V - One commercial stainless steel bay of catering type
racking with four shelves by Bartlett B Line
1825.V - One commercial stainless steel 2 section wet prep table
1826.V - A commercial stainless steel gas fired 6-burner hob on
a stainless steel stand, no make or model visible - trade
1827.M - A commercial stainless steel twin deep fat fryer with 2door cabinet below. Please note there are no baskets
included - 240v trade
1828.M - One commercial counter height display fridge by
Tefcold - 240v trade
1829.M - One commercial stainless steel countertop glass
washer type Class EQ - 240v trade
1830.V - One large commercial stainless steel catering type table
with shelf underneath
1831.V - One large commercial stainless steel catering type table
with shelf underneath
1832.M - One commercial free-standing 14LB potato peeler by
Metcalfe - 240v trade
1833.M - One commercial free-standing 28lb potato peeler by
Hobart - 240V trade
1834.M - One commercial free-standing 28lb potato peeler by
Hobart - 240V trade
1835.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile three door
bench fridge by Foster type Xtra - 240v trade
1836.V - One commercial stainless steel 2-door catering storage
cupboard
1837.V - One undercounter dishwasher by Hotpoint Aquarius 240v trade
1838.V - One commercial stainless steel 2-door bench
fridge/salad prep counter by True - 240v trade
1839.M - One commercial potato chipper by Crypto Peerless
type RC10 - 240v trade
1840.V - One commercial stainless steel 3-door bench fridge by
Polar - 240v trade
1841.M - One small commercial stainless steel mobile table by
Moffat
1842.V - A quantity of turquoise upholstered dining chairs
1843.V - A quantity of striped upholstered dining chairs
1844.M - 1 unused stainless steel integrated four ring hob with
hotplate by Ariston - 240v gas trade
1845.M - One metal decorative wine rack capable of holding 35
bottles
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Day 2 Rostrum 1 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2. All electrical lots in this sale are
Deemed as “Trade” sales. See sale conditions
2001.M - 1 external wooden door by Howdens approx 810mm x
2035mm
2002.V - 1 oak effect door by Modica approx 2032mm x 813mm
2003.V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen approx 1981mm x
838mm
2004.V - 1 white tongue / groove effect door approx 1981mm x
762mm
2005.V - 1 Mistral hollow glazed MDF slab internal door RRP
£136
2006.V - 2 white internal doors by Jeld Wen, each approx
686mm x 1982mm & 1 other door approx 762mm x
1982mm
2007.V - 1 oak veneer single pane glazed door approx 1982mm
x 610mm
2008.V - 1x FD30 fire door approx 1982mm x 762mm (mark on
front), 1 x FD30 fire door approx 686mm x 1982mm & 2
other doors both approx 686mm x 1982mm
2009.V - 1 internal wooden door with 6 glass panes fitted by LPD
type Barcelona approx 610mm x 1982mm
2010.V - 1 dark wood door by LPD approx 1981mm x 610mm
2011.V - 4 white internal doors each with 15 small glass panes
comprising 3 at approx 1982mm x 686mm & 1 at 1982mm
x 838mm
2012.V - 2 white slab doors by JB Kind, each approx 1982mm x
762mm
2013.V - 1 engineered white primed timber door by Jeld Wen
with 4 small glass panes fitted approx 1981mm x 610mm
2014.V - 4 doors comprising of a pair of white shaker style doors
each approx 1981mm x 610mm & a pair of white shaker
style doors each approx 1981mm x 762mm
2015.V - 1 dark wood door with 1 long glass pane fitted approx
2040mm x 826mm
2016.V - 1 Eastbrook Volente Spacesaver off set quadrant
shower enclosure type 1200x 880/700 QF7012T-3 with a
Eastbrook quad riser kit but NO shower tray included
2017.V - 1 glass shower wall 700mm x 2000mm type A0409A0
2018.V - 1 glass shower side panel by Simpsons type Ten 800
2019.V - 1 glass shower wall by Merlyn type 8 Series M8SW231,
1000mm x 2015mm
2020.M - 4 used wooden 6 panel doors each approx 762mm x
1982mm
2021.V - 9 various doors including 2 wood effect at approx
1982mm x 610mm & 1 at approx 1982mm x 726m etc
2022.V - 5 white internal doors comprising 2 at approx 762mm x
1982mm, 1 at 710mm x 1982mm & 2 at 686mm x 1982mm
2023.V - 3 dark wood effect FD30 fire doors each approx 926mm
x 2040mm
2024.V - 1 Velux roof window approx 1.1m x 1.06m - NO
flashings are included
2025.M - 1 white fibre glass bath - P shape
2026.V - 1 off set quad shower tray approx 1200mm x 900mm believed to be white stone or reconstituted white stone
2027.V - 3 Hampton chalk white floor cupboards by Roper
Rhodes
2028.V - 2 Hampton chalk white floor cupboards by Roper
Rhodes & 1 matching vanity basin unit (NO basin included)
2029.V - 2 grey non matching wall hung vanity units - NO basins
2030.V - 2 white non matching wall hung vanity units - NO basins
2031.V - 1 Sempra gloss white wall hung vanity unit with 1
matching white resin basin - 600mm
2032.V - 1 Sempra gloss white wall hung vanity unit with 1
matching white resin basin - 600mm
2033.V - 1 Sempra gloss white wall hung vanity unit with 1
matching white resin basin - 600mm
2034.V - 1 Sempra gloss white wall hung vanity unit with 1
matching white resin basin - 600mm
2035.V - 1 Sempra gloss white wall hung vanity unit with 1
matching white resin basin - 800mm
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2036.V - 1 Sempra gloss white wall hung vanity unit with 1
matching white resin basin - 800mm
2037.V - 1 Sempra gloss white wall hung vanity unit with 1
matching white resin basin - 800mm
2038.V - 1 Sempra gloss white wall hung vanity unit with 1
matching white resin basin - 800mm
2039.V - 5 various vanity units - NO basins
2040.V - 4 various vanity units, 1 small cupboard & 1 clothes /
towel stand
2041.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens including
straight
2042.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens
2043.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens including 1
Genoa single bath screen by Cubico approx 600mm x
1400mm, a Modus side panel etc
2044.V - 1 shower enclosure with moving door & fixed side
panels by Merlyn type 8 Series M83222 (boxes 1 and 2) to
suit offset set quadrant 900mm x 760mm - NO shower tray
included
2045.V - A two door shower enclosure by Merlyn type 6 Series
M63211 (box 1 of 1) to suit 800mm quadrant - NO shower
tray included
2046.V - A two door shower enclosure by Merlyn type 6 Series
M63211 (box 1 of 1) to suit 800mm quadrant - NO shower
tray included
2047.V - 1 glass door with inline side panels by Merlyn (2 boxes)
type GM200 Bespoke
2048.V - 1 Sempra glass slider panel 1200mm x 1900mm type
MDLSDR12/001 & 1 Sempra glass side panel 800mm x
1900mm type MDLSDR12/002
2049.V - 1 Sempra glass slider panel 1200mm x 1900mm type
MDLSDR12/001 & 1 Sempra glass side panel 800mm x
1900mm type MDLSDR12/002
2050.V - 1 Sempra glass slider panel 1200mm x 1900mm type
MDLSDR12/001 & 1 Sempra glass side panel 800mm x
1900mm type MDLSDR12/002
2051.V - 1 Merlyn glass shower wall type 8 Series M8SW211,
800mm x 2015mm
2052.V - 1 Eastbrook Quantum Type 1 glass bath screen type
58.4001
2053.V - 1 glass side panel by Merlyn type 6 Series M62201N,
700mm x 1900mm
2054.V - 1 Eastbrook Cotswold Vantage easy clean pivot glass
door 800mm type 69.0084
2055.V - 1 Eastbrook Cotswold Corniche bath screen with rail
type 69.0142, 800mm x 1400mm
2056.V - 1 quadrant shower tray by Villeroy and Boch, 1m x 1m,
white fibre glass
2057.V - A quantity of various items including duck egg plinths,
tangent cornice etc
2058.V - 1 quadrant shower tray by Villeroy and Boch, 90cm x
90cm, grey resin, supplied with a Villeroy and Boch
installation kit UCFRM0535 (not known if this is the correct
installation kit for this tray)
2059.V - 1 shower tray, 1400mm x 700mm, white resin
2060.V - 1 double skin white stone resin shower tray by MStone
approx 1680mm x 700mm
2061.V - 1 white stone resin shower tray approx 1600mm x
800mm
2062.V - 1 shower tray, 1400mm x 900mm, white resin
2063.V - 1 shower tray, 900mm x 800mm, grey fibreglass
2064.V - 1 shower tray, 1200mm x 800mm, white fibreglass
2065.V - 2 Kinetic LED ceiling lights & 1 Rossi extendable arm
magnifying mirror
2066.V - 1 Pearlstone off set quadrant shower tray approx
1000mm x 800mm
2067.V - 1 shower tray, 1100mm x 900mm, white resin
2068.V - A quantity of various items including shower tray riser
kits, bath panels etc
2069.V - 1 white shower tray by Cubico approx 1300mm x
900mm
2070.V - 1 black plastic shower tray approx 1000mm x 800mm
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2071.V - 1 offset quadrant shower tray, 1200mm x 800mm, white
resin
2072.V - 1 offset quadrant shower tray, 1200mm x 900mm, white
resin
2073.V - 1 shower tray, 760mm x 760mm, white resin
2074.V - 1 shower tray by Mira type Flight, 800mm x 800mm,
white resin
2075.V - 1 shower tray, 1100mm x 800mm, white resin
2076.V - 1 shower tray, 1100mm x 800mm, white resin
2077.V - 1 Sempra white fibreglass P shaped shower bath (right
handed) with a white front panel and a P curved glass
screen
2078.V - 1 Sempra white fibreglass P shaped shower bath (left
handed) with a white front panel and a P curved glass
screen
2079.V - 1 white fibreglass vintage style roll top bath (NO feet
required as floor standing)
2080.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL1 - curved top
2081.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL1 - curved top
2082.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL1 - curved top
2083.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL1 - curved top
2084.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL1 - curved top
2085.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL1 - curved top
2086.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL2 - square top
2087.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL2 - square top
2088.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL2 - square top
2089.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL2 - square top
2090.V - 1 Sempra 6mm glass bath screen with rising hinge type
MDLCEL2 - square top
2091.V - A quantity of Villeroy and Boch 60cm x 60cm Anthracite
floor tiles comprising of 19 boxes (each box contains 3 tiles
and covers 1.08sq m)
2092.V - 1 pallet containing 11 x 6mm glass bath screens with
rising hinges types MDLCEL1 (curved top) & MDLCEL2
(square top)
2093.V - 1 pallet containing 11 x 6mm glass bath screens with
rising hinges types MDLCEL1 (curved top) & MDLCEL2
(square top)
2094.V - 1 Sempra glass slider panel 1200mm x 1900mm type
MDLSDR12/001 & 1 Sempra glass side panel 800mm x
1900mm type MDLSDR12/002
2095.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens including a
Eastbrook Cotswold Vulcan side panel etc
2096.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens, a bath panel
etc including a Merlyn Qi8 800 glass side panel type
NSE34 & an Ideal Standard glass side panel
2097.V - A glass shower enclosure by Merlyn type NSE14 (2
boxes)
2098.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various vinyl floor tiles
2099.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various ceramic floor
tiles
2100.V - 1 white enamel metal bath by Bette type Betteform
1400/3400, 140cm x 70cm
2101.V - 1 Sempra white fibreglass P shaped shower bath (left
handed) with a white front panel and a P curved glass
screen
2102.V - 1 Sempra white fibreglass P shaped shower bath (right
handed) with a white front panel and a P curved glass
screen
2103.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit with a white Bauhaus basin and
a chrome mixer tap fitted, approx 80cm wide - ex display
2104.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of kitchen cabinet inserts
including bins etc
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2105.V - 2 pallets containing a quantity of kitchen cabinet inserts
including swing out shelves, bins etc
2106.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung toilet pan by Villeroy and
Boch
2107.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung toilet pan by Villeroy and
Boch
2108.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung toilet pan by Villeroy and
Boch
2109.V - 2 white ceramic non matching wall hung toilet pans by
Villeroy and Boch
2110.V - 1 stainless steel single bowl sink by Blanco
2111.V - 1 Schock Greenwich 100L under mount sink type
Gren100LPO - This sink has damage to one edge but this
could be hidden when installing as the sink is undermount
2112.V - 1 stainless steel 1.5 bowl sink with built in drainer by
Blanco
2113.V - 1 stainless steel 1.5 bowl sink with built in drainer by
Blanco
2114.V - 1 stainless steel 1.5 bowl sink with built in drainer by
Blanco
2115.V - 3 stainless steel inset single bowl sinks with built in
drainer by Leisure
2116.V - 3 stainless steel inset single bowl sinks with built in
drainer by Leisure
2117.V - 3 stainless steel inset single bowl sinks with built in
drainer by Leisure
2118.V - 12 stainless steel inset single bowl sinks with built in
drainer by Leisure
2119.V - 12 stainless steel inset single bowl sinks with built in
drainer by Leisure
2120.V - 1 heated towel rail by Biava type Multirail 1720mm x
750mm
2121.V - 1 heated towel rail by Biava type Multirail 1720mm x
750mm
2122.V - 1 heated towel rail by Biava type Multirail 1720mm x
750mm
2123.V - 1 heated towel rail by Biava type Multirail 1720mm x
750mm
2124.V - 1 heated towel rail by Biava type Multirail 1720mm x
750mm
2125.V - 1 heated towel rail by Biava type Multirail 1720mm x
750mm
2126.V - 1 shower tray by Grip, 1500mm x 800mm, type
Z1181A, white acrylic capped ABS
2127.V - 1 shower tray, 1200mm x 800mm, white resin
2128.V - 1 offset quadrant shower tray, 1100mm x 760mm (LH),
white resin
2129.V - 1 shower tray, 1000mm x 900mm, white resin
2130.V - 1 shower tray, 1700mm x 750mm, white resin
2131.V - 1 offset quadrant shower tray, 1100mm x 760mm (RH),
white resin
2132.V - 1 shower tray by Mira, 900mm x 760mm, white resin
2133.V - 1 offset quadrant shower tray, 1000mm x 900mm, white
resin
2134.V - 1 shower tray, 800mm x 800mm, white resin
2135.V - 1 shower tray, 1200mm x 800mm, white resin - ex shop
display
2136.V - 1 white ceramic offset basin by Ideal Standard approx
70cm wide
2137.V - 1 white ceramic basin by Sottini with mixer tap fitted
approx 54cm wide
2138.V - 1 underslung basin / strata worktop with rear upstand
by Roper Rhodes approx 1.19m x 48cm with pre cut holes
for two basins and two mixer taps (basins and taps are not
included)
2139.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 50cm wide
2140.V - 1 white ceramic curved front basin approx 50cm wide
2141.V - 1 white ceramic slipper basin approx 60cm wide
2142.V - 1 black inset sink approx 65cm x 45cm
2143.V - 1 silver inset double bowl sink by Poalgi approx 75cm x
450cm
2144.V - 1 white resin Solo basin approx 50cm x 36cm
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2145.V - 1 Prisma white ceramic basin by Roca approx 90cm
wide
2146.V - 1 macerator pump for WC by SFA type Sani 015 16 UK
2147.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung hidden cistern toilet pan - NO
cistern included
2148.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung hidden cistern toilet pan - NO
cistern included
2149.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung hidden cistern toilet pan with
1 toilet seat - NO cistern included
2150.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung hidden cistern toilet pan - NO
cistern included
2151.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung hidden cistern toilet pan - NO
cistern included
2152.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung hidden cistern toilet pan - NO
cistern included
2153.V - 1 wall hung pan frame type SYWP 0002
2154.V - 1 Dudley Vantage concealed cistern
2155.V - 1 Dudley Vantage concealed cistern
2156.V - 1 Dudley Vantage concealed cistern
2157.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung hidden cistern toilet pan by
Ideal Standard - NO cistern included
2158.V - 1 white ceramic wall hung hidden cistern toilet pan by
Ideal Standard with 1 toilet seat - NO cistern included
2159.V - 2 white ceramic floor standing toilet pans - NO cisterns
2160.V - 1 Twyford concealed cistern, 1 white ceramic cistern
and 1 white ceramic wall hung pedestal
2161.V - 1 white ceramic floor standing toilet pan with 1 cistern
and lid
2162.V - 1 white ceramic floor standing toilet pan with 1 cistern /
lid and 1 toilet seat
2163.V - 4 various white ceramic cisterns with lids & 1 cistern
with no lid and chip in top edge
2164.V - 3 white ceramic floor standing toilet pans - NO cisterns
2165.V - 1 white ceramic floor standing toilet pan with 1 cistern /
lid by Laura Ashley Home type A9129
2166.V - 1 solid walnut toilet seat by Burlington
2167.V - 2 toilet seats by Burlington -1 x mahogany & 1 x white
plastic
2168.V - 2 toilet seats by Burlington -1 x black & 1 x white plastic
2169.V - 1 white ceramic floor standing toilet pan by Sottini with
1 cistern and lid
2170.V - 1 white ceramic floor standing bidet pan
2171.V - 1 white ceramic floor standing bidet pan
2172.V - 1 white ceramic floor standing bidet pan
2173.V - 1 white ceramic floor standing bidet pan
2174.V - 7 various toilet seats by Ideal Standard - 2 are missing
fixings
2175.V - 4 toilet seats (2 x Laufen & 2 x Sottini) - 1 is missing
fixings
2176.V - 4 various toilet seats - 1 is missing fixings
2177.M - 1 Dudley Elite plastic cistern
2178.V - 1 pallet containing 8 x 6mm glass bath screens with
rising hinges types MDLCEL1 (curved top) & MDLCEL2
(square top)
2179.V - 1 pallet containing 2 x 6mm glass bath screens with
rising hinges type MDLCEL2 (square top), 1 curved glass P
bath screen & several other glass screens
2180.V - 2 x 6mm glass bath screens with rising hinges type
MDLCEL2 (square top) & 1 curved glass P bath screen
2181.V - 1 Villeroy and Boch Viconnect concealed cistern type
9218510
2182.M - 1 bolt to wall folding support arm
2183.V - 1 Linear single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer by Leisure type LR9501/TCAF35, 950mm x 508mm
2184.V - 1 Linear single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer by Leisure type LR9501/TCAF35, 950mm x 508mm
2185.V - 1 Linear single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer by Leisure type LR9501/TCAF35, 950mm x 508mm
2186.V - 1 Linear single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer by Leisure type LR9501/TCAF35, 950mm x 508mm
2187.V - 1 Linear 1.5 bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer by Leisure type LR9502, 950mm x 508mm
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2188.V - 1 Caple single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer approx 100cm wide
2189.V - 1 Caple single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer approx 85cm wide
2190.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer approx 98cm wide
2191.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer approx 98cm wide
2192.V - 1 Hampton white ceramic basin by Roper Rhodes type
HAM700C approx 70cm x 42cm
2193.V - 1 Hampton white ceramic basin by Roper Rhodes type
HAM700C approx 70cm x 42cm
2194.V - 1 Hampton white ceramic basin by Roper Rhodes type
HAM700C approx 70cm x 42cm
2195.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer type 11C055/2.50 approx 100cm wide
2196.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer type 11C055/2.50 approx 100cm wide
2197.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer type 50A083/3.0 approx 100cm wide
2198.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer type 50A083/3.0 approx 100cm wide
2199.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer type 50A083/3.0 approx 100cm wide
2200.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer type 50A083/3.0 approx 100cm wide
2201.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer type 50A083/3.0 approx 100cm wide
2202.V - 1 Blanco single bowl stainless steel sink with built in
drainer type 50A083/3.0 approx 100cm wide
2203.V - 1 Subway Spulen white ceramic sink with built in
drainer by Villeroy and Boch type 67180001
2204.V - 1 white ceramic basin by Ideal Standard approx 50cm
wide & 1 pedestal
2205.V - 1 Concept Sphere white ceramic circular basin by Ideal
Standard diameter approx 45cm
2206.V - 1 stainless steel undermount sink by Franke
2207.V - 1 stainless steel undermount sink by Blanco
2208.V - 1 stainless steel undermount sink by Caple
2209.V - 1 Kube stainless steel undermount sink by
Rangemaster
2210.V - 1 stainless steel undermount sink by Rangemaster
2211.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 55cm wide
2212.V - 1 white ceramic curved front basin approx 54cm wide
2213.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 80cm wide
2214.V - 1 white ceramic basin by Burlington approx 50cm wide
2215.V - 1 Blanco inset 1.5 bowl sink type Blancoaxia II 6S LI
SILG CHA approx 100cm wide - with removable glass
drainer
2216.V - 1 single bowl inset sink with built in drainer by Astracast
type Ellipse 1.0B RHD Graphite Grey approx 106cm wide
2217.V - 1 Gormet white ceramic inset 1.5 bowl sink with built in
drainer type GOSINK1V2 approx 100cm wide
2218.V - 1 black inset basin with built in shelf approx 1.1m wide
2219.V - 1 stainless steel inset 1.5 bowl sink with built in drainer
by Blanco approx 100cm wide
2220.V - 1 white ceramic Belfast type sink by Illisible type
S580301 approx 60cm x 45cm
2221.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 45cm wide type Pro 45
2222.V - 1 Bowland white ceramic single bowl sink by Shaws of
Darwen type BLF5312 approx 797mm x 535mm x 220mm
2223.V - 1 Friendly white ceramic basin approx 60cm wide & 1
pedestal
2224.V - 1 white ceramic circular basin by Laura Ashley Home
diameter approx 42cm
2225.V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink with built in
drainer approx 100cm wide
2226.V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink by Rangemaster
with built in drainer approx 95cm wide
2227.V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink with built in
drainer by Blanco approx 86cm wide
2228.V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink with built in
drainer by Franke approx 86cm wide
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2229.V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink with built in
£10-£20
drainer by Rangemaster approx 95cm wide
2230.V - 1 top hinged bathroom cabinet with lift up front by
£10-£20
Kessebohmer
2231.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit approx 80cm wide (NO basin) &
£10-£20
a two drawer (soft close) bathroom cabinet with no top (or
possibly a freestanding vanity cabinet with no basin)
2232.V - 1 inset electric fire by Be Modern
£10-£20
2233.V - 1 inset electric fire by Be Modern
£10-£20
2234.V - 1 light brown wall hung vanity unit 80cm wide - NO
£5-£10
basin
2235.V - 1 wood effect wall hung vanity unit 80cm wide - NO
£5-£10
basin
2236.V - 1 white wall hung vanity unit approx 60cm wide - NO
£5-£10
basin
2237.V - 1 white / grey wall hung vanity unit approx 60cm wide £5-£10
NO basin
2238.V - 1 Serif white wall hung bow front vanity unit by Roper
£8-£15
Rhodes approx 90cm wide - NO basin
2239.V - 1 Softmood light grey wall hung vanity unit by Ideal
£8-£15
Standard approx 60cm wide - NO basin
2240.V - 1 wood effect wall hung vanity unit approx 50cm wide £5-£10
NO basin
2241.V - 1 free standing vanity unit with 1 drawer /1 door approx
£8-£15
30cm wide - NO basin
2242.V - 1 free standing single door vanity unit with a white
£15-£30
ceramic basin by Laufen approx 48cm x 28cm
2243.V - 1 white Media fireplace mantel by SEI
£15-£30
2244.V - 1 white Media fireplace mantel by SEI
£15-£30
2245.V - 1 Raphael wood fireplace mantel RRP £175 - boxed
£15-£30
2246.V - 1 Warmlite York Ivory fireplace suite
£25-£50
2247.V - 1 Hydros bio fuel chimenea by Pur Line, 3000w RRP
£50-£100
995 Euros
2248.V - 1 white gloss corner vanity unit - NO basin
£5-£10
2249.V - 1 wood effect wall hung vanity unit with a white resin
£20-£40
basin approx 90cm wide
2250.V - 1 black metal fire grate, 1 fire basket & 2 small black
£10-£20
metal mesh curved fire screens
2251.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
£130-£170
2252.V - 1 free standing vanity unit with a white ceramic basin by £15-£30
Laufen approx 60cm wide - The basin fits on top of the
vanity unit but is slightly smaller. It is not the exact / correct
basin for this unit
2253.V - 1 Hampton grey freestanding two door vanity unit by
£8-£15
Roper Rhodes approx 53cm wide - NO basin
2254.V - 1 cream cabinet with 1 drawer / 1 door, 1 grey WC
£8-£15
carcass & 1 other small carcass
2255.M - 7 various toilet seats - not known if all fittings are
£15-£30
present
2256.M - 7 various toilet seats - not known if all fittings are
£15-£30
present
2257.M - 1 white ceramic basin approx 62cm wide with 1 fluted
£10-£20
pedestal & 1 plain pedestal
2258.M - 1 white resin vintage style roll top bath - NO feet
£25-£50
included
2259.V - 1 Luther 6 light semi flush light & 1 Amsterdam 5 light
£10-£20
ceiling light
2260.V - A quantity of various lights including wall & ceiling by
£15-£30
Globo, Searchlight etc. Contents of one shelf
2261.V - 1 Casa Regal 8 light ceiling light type 15075, 1 Oakhill
£15-£30
semi flush light RRP £43 & 1 Miele pendant light by Endon
2262.V - 1 Liberty 4-light semi flush light RRP £66
£7-£15
2263.V - 1 Hannover 3 light bar pendant light in black and
£15-£30
antique brass finish by Dar
2264.V - 3 chandelier type lights by Globo, Vitaluce & 1 make not £15-£30
visible
2265.V - 1 Marie Therese chandelier by Searchlight
£10-£20
2266.V - 1 Woodrow bar pendant light by Brilliant & 1 bar
£10-£20
pendant light by Dekolight
2267.V - 1 Arvin 3 Light Bar pendant light by Dar Banbury
£10-£20
2268.V - 1 Buddy 3-light semi-flush light RRP £72 and 1 Vapour
£10-£20
outdoor coach lantern wall light by Dar
2269.V - 2 metal / glass Lucky lights by Brilliant
£10-£20

2270.V - 1 Primus II white / gold light by Belid
2271.V - 2 Jaclyn 3 Light geometric pendant lights
2272.V - 1 Eglo Gerbera 6 light ceiling light
2273.V - 1 Adel Alfa 5 light chandelier
2274.V - 1 Action Crystal bar type pendant light type
725809010000
2275.V - 1 Jaden bar pendant light by Lucide
2276.V - 1 Gipsy 4 light bar pendant light by Lucide
2277.V - 1 Gipsy 4 light bar pendant light by Lucide
2278.V - 1 Eglo Rivato light & 1 Eglo Maserlo light
2279.V - 1 Warwick 5-light drum chandelier by Fairmont Par
2280.V - 1 Elizabeth pendant light by Nova Luce
2281.V - 2 bar pendant lights by Lucide comprising 1 x SytzeLED & 1 x Octo
2282.V - 1 pendant light by Globo type 15188H1
2283.V - 1 Lana D0420 5-light pendant light with acrylic spheres
2284.V - 1 Tiano bathroom wall cabinet with three mirror doors
approx 68cm wide
2285.V - 1 Tiano bathroom wall cabinet with three mirror doors
approx 68cm wide
2286.V - 1 metal cage type 3 light pendant light in distressed
copper finish
2287.V - 1 Superline modular kit by Croydex and 1 shower rail
2288.V - 1 recessed / surface mounted aluminium cabinet with
single oval mirror door by Croydex approx 79 by 53.5 cm
2289.V - 1 Tay oval bathroom cabinet with mirror door by
Croydex
2290.V - 1 electric heated towel warmer
2291.V - 1 bathroom wall cabinet with four mirror doors approx
118cm wide
2292.V - 1 x LQ302 bathroom cabinet with sliding mirror door
approx 66 x 46cm
2293.V - 1 Houston single door illuminated corner bathroom
cabinet with mirror door RRP £246
2294.V - 1 wooden wall hung corner cabinet with mirror door
2295.V - Catalogue now continues on the right hand end of the
next aisle of racking
2296.V - A quantity of various items including basin waste,
radiator valves, shower lights etc. Contents of one wide
shelf
2297.V - 1 Neo deck mounted bath filler tap by Roper Rhodes
2298.V - 1 Wessex mixer tap by Roper Rhodes, 1 Ideal Standard
rim mounted bath / shower mixer tap with top potlet divider
and shower kit (NO handles) RRP £125 and 2 other mixer
taps (both have NO boxes or fixings)
2299.V - 1 modern designer style silver metal coiled strip
pendant light
2300.V - 1 Grohe Euphoria shower system type 2742 0000 RRP
region of £550
2301.V - 1 Caple stainless steel inset / undermount sink type
Mode 050
2302.V - 1 Topaz basin mixer tap BC304DX-M & 1 wall mounted
basin mixer tap
2303.V - 1 traditional shower riser kit & 1 bath filler tap type Vigo
VIG003
2304.V - 1 chrome / white luxury shower rigid riser kit, 2 toilet
paper holders, 1 robe hook, 1 shower curtain, 1 toilet seat
& 1 shower caddy.
2305.V - 1 Inwall telescopic WC frame with cistern / fittings & 1
white ceramic pedestal (NO basin)
2306.V - 1 Nala L shape gloss white bath panel, 1 Nala white
gloss end panel, 2 bidet shower heads, 1 glass shelf, 1
towel rail & 1 push button waste
2307.V - A quantity of various bathroom related items including a
towel shelf, a towel rail, a shower caddy etc. Contents of
one shelf
2308.V - 1 white resin basin approx 50cm wide
2309.V - 1 Chen ceramic U shaped 460mm full basin (NO
pedestal) RRP £36 and 2 Carlton ceramic pedestals (NO
basins) RRP £82
2310.V - 1 white ceramic circular basin by Bathrooms & More
diameter approx 44cm
2311.V - 1 Project white ceramic basin approx 53cm wide
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2312.V - 1 small white gloss vanity unit (NO basin) & 1 white
glass two door bathroom cabinet
2313.V - 1 white gloss mirror unit with built in lights
2314.V - 1 white resin shower tray approx 100cm x 70cm
2315.V - 1 inset single bowl sink approx 78cm x 44cm
2316.V - 2 stainless steel inset sinks with built in drainers by
Carron Phoenix each approx 94cm wide
2317.V - 2 stainless steel inset sinks with built in drainers by
Carron Phoenix each approx 94cm wide
2318.V - A quantity of various items including a Thermonet
premium electric underfloor heating mat, a quartz digital
dual switch, Plaza flush plates etc
2319.V - 1 Kickspace under cabinet heater type KSU500E
2320.V - 1 Impey Aqua Mat 100 underfloor heating mat, 2 Impey
thermostatic units, 1 Clearwater waste for natural stone
bath & 1 curved shower curtain rod
2321.V - 3 stainless steel undermount sinks by Hafele each
approx 460mmx 400mm
2322.V - 1 Ideal Standard Tesi 2 hole bath filler rim mounted tap
RRP £130
2323.V - 1 Rangemaster quadrant monobloc mixer tap type
TQM1CM RRP £189 & 1 Bristan Club single flow sink
mixer tap RRP £59
2324.V - A quantity of various bathroom items by Arcade
including a 3 hole basin mixer tap RRP £200, a single lever
bidet mixer tap RRP £190, wall mounted metal baskets, a
robe hook etc. Contents of one shelf
2325.V - A quantity of various bathroom items by Burlington
including a bath shower mixer tap T8 & T18 RRP £400
(requires T1 handles as not included), a pair of bath filler
taps T7 RRP £120 (with T2 handles included), a pair of
basin pillar taps T5-QT RRP £88, a shower rose, towel rails
etc. Contents of one shelf
2326.V - 1 Vado Zoo 2 hole bath filler tap £120
2327.V - 1 Bristan Java bath filler tap RRP £115
2328.V - 2 pairs of Eastbrook Portobello bath taps RRP £70 per
pair & 1 R series flush plate
2329.V - A quantity of various shower related items by Roper
Rhodes including 1 Event 2 way diverter valve RRP region
of £200, a 3 function shower kit, various shower heads, a
slide rail etc
2330.V - 1 Sottini Caine single lever basin mixer tap RRP £190
2331.V - 1 Caple Torrent professional pull-out spray tap type
TOR/CH RRP region of £240
2332.V - A Caple Washington chrome mixer tap type WAS4/CH
RRP £70
2333.V - 1 Ideal Standard Silver two hole mixer tap RRP £341
2334.V - 1 Ideal Standard Silver two hole mixer tap RRP £341
2335.V - 1 Ideal Standard Silver two hole mixer tap RRP £341
2336.V - 1 Roper Rhodes Sign basin mixer tap
2337.V - 1 Roper Rhodes Sign basin mixer tap
2338.V - 1 Villeroy and Boch Cult basin mixer tap
2339.V - 1 Villeroy and Boch Cult basin mixer tap
2340.V - 1 Franke Neptune L twin lever mixer tap with swivel
spout RRP region of £150
2341.V - 1 Franke Athena mixer tap RRP region of £89
2342.V - A Franke Elger chrome mixer tap RRP region of £150
2343.V - A quantity of various items including a pull out bread
bin, a pair of Laura Ashley Home Clifton stand pipes, bolt to
wall folding support arms etc. Contents of one shelf
2344.V - 1 Crosswater Zion mixer tap RRP £150 & 1 Crosswater
Mike lever tap RRP region of £120
2345.V - 1 Dusk mini basin mixer tap RRP £50 & 1 other chrome
mixer tap (in Villeroy and Boch box but probably by
Crosswater)
2346.V - 5 items by Crosswater comprising a basin 2 hole tap set
RRP region of £200, 1 Essence bath spout RRP region of
£200, 2 brass basin siphons & 1 Golf wall outlet
2347.V - A quantity of various shower related items by
Crosswater including an Intense shower kit RRP £146,
several arms, heads etc
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2348.V - 4 various items by Crosswater comprising of a S1. 5 bar
pump RRP region of £150, a thermo 2 way shower valve, a
manual valve with Kai lever & a thermostatic trim set
2349.V - 1 Laufen City Plus basin mixer tap RRP £200
2350.V - 1 Laufen City Pro basin mixer tap RRP £105
2351.V - 1 Laufen Val basin mixer tap
2352.V - 1 Bristan 1901 basin mixer tap RRP £72
2353.V - 1 Bristan 1901 basin mixer tap RRP £72
2354.V - 1 Bristan Java basin mixer tap RRP £68 & 1
Blancobella mixer tap RRP £38
2355.V - 1 Laufen Kartell bidet disc mixer tap with pop up waste
RRP £602
2356.V - 1 Laufen three hole basin mixer tap type Lb3
2357.V - A quantity of various items including a Bristan Montreal
mixer tap RRP £45, 1 Bristan luxury self closing basin tap,
1 Titan bath shower mixer tap type 575678 (2 boxes - 1 x
TT07 & 1 x TT013) RRP £107
2358.V - 1 Rangemaster Cruiciform spa filter tap RRP £200
2359.V - 1 Grohe basin mixer tap type 33265001 RRP £68
2360.V - 1 designer radiator approx 52cm x 180cm
2361.V - 1 Eastbrook Rubin 1800mm x 600mm chrome heated
towel rail
2362.V - 1 Dagat designer heated towel rail
2363.V - 1 Dagat designer oval heated towel rail
2364.V - 1 heated towel rail - chrome
2365.V - 1 Charleston tall white vintage style radiator by Zehnder
approx 49cm x 120cm
2366.V - 1 heated towel rail by Eastbrook type Wendover straight
multirail 1800mm x 500mm chrome
2367.V - 1 designer radiator by Zehnder type Roda/ROVD-160,
RRP region of £200
2368.V - 1 designer radiator by Zehnder type Roda/ROVD-180,
RRP region of £200
2369.V - 1 heated towel rail - chrome
2370.V - 1 Thames heated towel rail - chrome
2371.V - 1 heated towel rail by Eastbrook type Wendover curved
multirail 1200mm x 600mm chrome
2372.V - 1 Greenwich towel airer 600mm x 760mm
2373.V - 1 Burlington Trafalgar radiator RRP £419
2374.V - 1 heated towel rail by Eastbrook type Wendover straight
multirail 1200mm x 500mm chrome
2375.V - 1 flat chrome towel radiator by Reina type Diva 600 x
800mm
2376.V - 1 flat chrome towel radiator by Reina type Diva 400 x
1200mm
2377.V - 1 Thames towel airer type Chelsea flat 1150mm x
600mm
2378.V - 1 Instinct towel warmer flat 800mm x 500mm chrome
2379.V - 5 LED box shelf lights - 2 x 900mm & 3 600mm
2380.V - 1 Aqualisa Visage digital concealed diverter shower
system, RRP region of £300
2381.V - 1 electric heated towel rail - white
2382.V - 1 electric heated towel airer type Greenwich 600mm x
1150mm, chrome
2383.V - 1 electric heated towel rail - chrome
2384.V - 1 Reina Sena radiator 550mm x 792mm, white
2385.V - 1 heated towel rail by Eastbrook type Wendover straight
multirail 600mm x 600mm chrome
2386.V - 2 heated towel rails by Eastbrook type Wendover
straight multirail (1 at 600mm x 400mm & 1 at 360mm x
400mm, both chrome) and 2 Eastbrook electric elements
2387.V - 1 HIB steam free mirror with built in LED lights type
Alpine 60 RRP £260
2388.V - 1 HIB steam free mirror with built in LED lights type
Vanquish 120 RRP region of £600
2389.V - 1 large mirror with built in lights by Villeroy and Boch
type A39913GF, approx 1436mm x 750mm
2390.V - 1 mirror with built in lights approx 50cm x 70cm
2391.V - 2 HIB mirrors - labels unclear as to which model these
mirrors are
2392.V - 1 HIB steam free mirror with built in LED lights type Axis
RRP £228
2393.V - 1 HIB mirror type Triumph 80 RRP region of £100
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2394.V - 1 Ideal Standard Smart 60 mirror
£12-£25
2395.V - 1 oval mirror with built in LED light approx 70cm x 45cm £10-£20
2396.V - 1 Burlington M12MS cream frame mirror with built in
£40-£70
LED lights, 1200mm x 750mm, RRP £568
2397.V - 1 Burlington M12MS white frame mirror with built in
£40-£70
LED lights, 1200mm x 750mm, RRP £568
2398.V - 1 HIB bathroom wall cabinet with 2 mirrored doors,
£20-£40
steam free with built in LED lights, approx 60cm x 70cm
2399.V - 1 Roper Rhodes Gamma backlit mirror with shelf
£12-£25
2400.V - 1 Arcade freestanding triple towel rail stand RRP £200
£30-£60
and 1 Arcade freestanding double paper roll holder RRP
£240
£30-£60
2401.V - 1 Mira mixer shower type Element SLT BIR RRP region
of £300
2402.V - 1 Mira mixer shower type Discovery Dual EV RRP
£30-£60
region of £350
2403.V - 1 Mira Zest 7.5kw electric shower
£20-£40
2404.V - 1 Bristan Prism vertical thermostatic valve with
£20-£40
adjustable riser type PM VSHXAR C
2405.V - 1 Bristan Prism single control thermostatic valve with
£20-£40
rigid riser type PM SQSHXDIV C
2406.V - 1 Clear Green square concealed shower kit type V 54
£15-£30
and 1 Eastbrook contemporary TMV2 bar valve
2407.V - 1 mirror with built in LED lights approx 120cm x 47cm
£12-£25
2408.V - 1 bathroom wall cabinet with 2 mirrored doors approx
£12-£25
60cm x 72cm
2409.V - 1 pull out extension wastebin, 2 decorative shrouds, 1
£12-£25
Hafele pop up socket & 1 slide rail
2410.V - A large quantity of various bathroom accessories
£25-£50
including wastes, tumbler holders, soap dishes, towel rails,
towel rings, an extending shaving mirror etc. Contents of
one bay / 4 shelves
2411.V - 1 Franke Minerva electronic 4 in 1 boiling water tap type £150-£300
119.0475.867 supplied with 1 Franke M Box 4-1 type
119.0518.103, 1 Franke 4L heating tank FR8410 type
119.0380.581 and 1 Franke heating tank type
119.0518.550 - The RRP for a Franke 4 in 1 instant boiling
water tap kit is in the region of £1500. All items appear to
be unused. Please view carefully and check that all
necessary parts are present before bidding
2412.V - 1 Franke boiling water tap type supplied with 1 Franke
£40-£70
M Box 3-1 type 119.0518.104 and 1 Franke heating tank
type 119.0518.550 - All items appear to be used / ex
display and are unboxed
2413.V - Catalogue now continues on the opposite side of the
hangar with the kitchen cabinets.
2414.V - A quantity of HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising £150-£300
of 3 x 500mm floor cabinets, 4 x 400mm floor cabinets, 4 x
300mm floor cabinets, 3 x 300mm wall cabinets, 1 x
600mm corner wall cabinet, 3 end panels & 1 length of kick
board
2415.V - A quantity of HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising £150-£300
of 6 x 500mm floor cabinets, 2 x 300mm floor cabinets, 1 x
600mm wall cabinet, 1 x 300mm wall cabinet, 2 x 600mm
corner wall cabinets, 3 end panels & 1 length of kick board
2416.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 800mm floor
£30-£60
cabinets
2417.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 600mm floor
£30-£60
cabinets
2418.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 600mm floor
£30-£60
cabinets
2419.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 600mm floor
£30-£60
cabinets
2420.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 800mm corner £30-£60
floor cabinets
2421.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 1000mm
£30-£60
corner floor cabinets
2422.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 800mm corner £30-£60
floor cabinets
2423.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 1000mm
£30-£60
corner floor cabinets
2424.V - 5 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising of 3 x
£40-£80
400mm floor cabinets & 2 x 400mm wall cabinets
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2425.V - A quantity of HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising £150-£300
of 6 x 500mm floor cabinets, 3 x 300mm floor cabinets, 1 x
800mm wall cabinet, 1 x 500mm wall cabinet, 2 x 400mm
wall cabinets, 3 end panels & 1 length of kick board
2426.V - A quantity of HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising £100-£200
of 2 x 600mm floor cabinets, 2 x 500mm floor cabinets, 2 x
400mm floor cabinets, 1 x 300mm floor cabinet, 1 x 400mm
wall cabinet, 1 x 300mm wall cabinet, 3 end panels & 1
length of kick board
2427.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 1000mm floor
£30-£60
cabinets
2428.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 800mm corner £30-£60
floor cabinets
2429.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 800mm corner £30-£60
floor cabinets
2430.V - 4 HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising of 1 x
£40-£70
1000mm wall cabinet, 2 x 400mm wall cabinets & 1 x
600mm corner wall cabinet
2431.V - A quantity of HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising £150-£300
of 2 x 800mm floor cabinets, 2 x 800mm corner floor
cabinets, 2 x 300mm floor cabinets, 2 x 800mm wall
cabinets, 2 x 500mm wall cabinets, 1 x 300mm wall
cabinet, 3 end panels & 1 length of kick board
2432.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 1000mm
£30-£60
corner floor cabinets
2433.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 800mm corner £30-£60
floor cabinets
2434.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - 1 x 1000mm floor
£30-£60
cabinet & 1 x 400mm floor cabinet
2435.V - 1 HP Jazz Pear tall larder cabinet - 500mm wide
£15-£30
2436.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 600mm wall
£30-£60
cabinets RHH
2437.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 600mm wall
£30-£60
cabinets RHH
2438.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 600mm wall
£30-£60
cabinets LHH
2439.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets - both 600mm wall
£30-£60
cabinets LHH
2440.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising 1 x
£25-£50
600mm wall cabinet & 1 x 500mm wall cabinet both LHH
2441.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising 1 x
£25-£50
500mm wall cabinet & 1 x 300mm wall cabinet both LHH
2442.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various flat packed
£60-£120
kitchen cabinet carcases, doors etc mainly all in Pearwood
- Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs
2443.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising 2 x
£25-£50
500mm wall cabinets both LHH
2444.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising 2 x
£25-£50
400mm wall cabinets both RHH
2445.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising 2 x
£20-£40
300mm wall cabinets both LHH
2446.V - 3 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising 1 x
£20-£40
1000mm wall cabinet, 1 x 800mm wall cabinet & 1 x
600mm top hinged wall cabinet
2447.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising 2 x
£20-£40
600mm corner wall cabinets
2448.V - 2 x HP Jazz Pear kitchen cabinets comprising 2 x
£20-£40
600mm corner wall cabinets
2449.V - A quantity of Jazz Pear end panels and 5 lengths of
£20-£40
kick board
2450.V - 2 gloss white kitchen two door floor cabinets - both
£25-£50
1000mm
2451.V - 2 gloss white kitchen two door floor cabinets - both
£25-£50
1000mm
2452.V - 2 gloss white kitchen two door floor cabinets - both
£25-£50
1000mm
2453.V - 2 gloss white kitchen two door floor cabinets - both
£25-£50
1000mm
2454.V - 2 gloss white kitchen two door floor cabinets - both
£25-£50
1000mm
2455.V - 2 gloss white kitchen two door floor cabinets - both
£20-£40
800mm
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2456.V - 6 lengths of kick board
2457.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
filler panels, skirting boards, end panels etc
2458.V - 2 lengths of Duropal faux granite laminate worktop each length is 3m x 60cm
2459.V - 2 lengths of Duropal faux granite laminate worktop each length is 3m x 60cm
2460.V - 2 lengths of Duropal faux granite laminate worktop each length is 3m x 60cm
2461.V - 2 lengths of Duropal faux granite laminate worktop each length is 3m x 60cm
2462.V - 2 lengths of Duropal faux granite laminate worktop each length is 3m x 60cm
2463.V - 2 lengths of Duropal faux granite laminate worktop each length is 3m x 60cm
2464.V - 1 tall white single door cabinet with glass shelves inside
2465.V - 1 large bespoke island unit comprising of a wooden
circular cabinet with revolving top, 2 smaller support
cabinets, a large shaped granite worktop & a pop up plug
unit - not known if this island unit is complete, please view
carefully before bidding
2466.V - 5 lengths of worktop by Bush Board - each length is
3.05m x 60cm
2467.V - 1 oak faced corner floor cabinet (NO door) & 2 oak
faced columns
2468.V - 1 end grain wooden butchers block approx 63cm x
95cm x 8cm thick
2469.V - Catalogue now continues back on opposite side of
hangar 2 with the kitchen appliances
2470.V - 1 range cooker by Rangemaster type Prof Plus 90 FSD
dual fuel (gas / electric) in black RRP region of £1500. Ex
Display, no packaging
2471.V - 1 range cooker by Brittannia model Fleet XG 100cm
dual fuel (gas / electric) in matt burgundy type RC-10XGGFL-BUR, RRP region of £2,500 to £2,800. Ex Display, no
packaging
2472.V - 1 built in double oven by Neff model U17S32N5GB type
HBB-DP71-7 RRP region of £600
2473.V - 1 built in Slide and Hire Eco Clean single oven by Neff
model B47CR32NOB type HB6B30FH RRP £700
2474.V - 1 built in single oven by Bosch Series 8 model
HBG656RS1B type HT6B30FO RRP region of £700
2475.V - 1 built in Slide and hide single oven by Neff model
B45M52N3GB type HBB-CP71-7 - Ex display, no
packaging and missing front trim RRP £469
2476.V - 1 built in compact combination steam oven by Siemens
model CS858GRS1B/05 type HB6B50C0 - Ex display, no
packaging RRP £437
2477.V - 1 built in single oven by Candy type FCP403X/E, RRP
£169
2478.V - 1 built in Pyrolytic slide and hide single oven by Neff
model B57CR22NOB type HB6B6SFH RRP £815
2479.V - 1 built in Pyrolytic slide and hide single oven with Vario
Steam by Neff model Pyrolytic B57VR22NOB type
HB6B6SFH RRP £995
2480.V - 1 built in compact single oven with microwave feature
by Neff model C17MR02NOB/53 type HT6B3MC0 -Ex
display, no packaging RRP £878
2481.V - 1 built in double oven by Neff model U16E74N5GB/01
type HBB-DP83-8 - Ex display, no packaging RRP region
of £1000
2482.V - 1 built under compact double oven by Neff model
J1ACE4HNOB/01 type HB5D20C0 - Ex display, no
packaging and glass is broken on bottom door RRP £810
2483.V - 1 built in combination steam oven by Neff model
C47D420GB / FD9312
2484.V - 1 built in combination steam oven by Neff model
C47C6N3GB / FD9211
2485.V - 1 built in steam oven by Miele model DG5060GBSS /
07122170
2486.V - 1 built in microwave by Bosch model Series 6
HMT84G654B type TG925H7FF RRP £399
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2487.V - 1 built in compact microwave oven by Bosch model
HMT84M654B type TM925H7FF RRP £399
2488.V - 1 built in warming drawer by Siemens model
BI630DNS1B type HZWE 290 RRP £449
2489.V - 1 built in warming drawer by Neff model N1AHA02NOB
type WDBC600 RRP region of £310
2490.V - 1 integrated washing machine by Caple type WMI3005
- NO packaging RRP £549
2491.V - 1 integrated condenser washer dryer by Caple model
WDI3300 RRP region of £600
2492.V - 1 integrated washer dryer by Bosch model
WKD28351GB type 22058 RRP region of £800
2493.V - 1 washer dryer by Bosch model WVG30461GB type
WNaD62 RRP £599
2494.V - 1 integrated washing machine by Hoover model
HBWMO 96TAHC-80 RRP £447
2495.V - 1 washer dryer by Hotpoint model Aquarius WDL
5290P RRP region of £350
2496.V - 1 vented tumble dryer by Bosch model WTV74307UK
type WDT45 RRP £349
2497.V - 1 vented tumble dryer by Indesit model IDV75UK type
74628 RRP £189
2498.V - 1 integrated slim line dish washer by Siemens model
SR66T090GB type SD4P1S - Ex display, NO packaging,
RRP region of £500
2499.V - 1 integrated slim line dish washer by Indesit model
DISR14B1UK type DWS-DEA603-S RRP region of £230 Ex display (has door fitted) & NO packaging
2500.V - 1 integrated dish washer by Neff model S72M66X1GB
type SD6P1F RRP region of £500
2501.V - 1 integrated fridge by Miele model Dynacool K37472ID
- Ex display, NO packaging RRP region of £2000
2502.V - 1 integrated fridge freezer (60/40) by Baumatic model
BRC13180E - Ex display, NO packaging
2503.V - 1 integrated fridge freezer by Neff model KI5852F30G
type KGKIVV35A - Ex display, NO packaging, RRP £639
2504.V - 1 integrated freezer by Neff model G4655X7GB - Ex
display, NO packaging, RRP £599
2505.V - 1 integrated fridge / freezer by Neff model K9514X6GB
-Ex display, NO packaging, RRP region of £400
2506.V - 1 integrated fridge / freezer (50/50) by Hoover model
HBBF50UK type 34900460 RRP region of £400
2507.V - 1 integrated fridge by Siemens model KI42FP60GB
type KGKIFF32A RRP in excess of £2000
2508.V - 1 Integrated fridge / freezer by Neff model K8524X8GB
type KGKIVV34A - Ex display, NO packaging, RRP region
of £500
2509.V - 1 Bosch wine cooler model KTW18V80GB type KT18V
(43 bottle capacity, temp range 6 to 18 degrees) RRP £364
2510.V - 1 integrated dish washer by Hoover model HDI 1
LO38B-80 RRP £209
2511.V - 1 integrated under counter fridge with ice box by CDA
model FW253, RRP region of £320
2512.V - 1 island cooker hood by Neff model I79MT86N1B
2513.V - 1 cooker hood by Elica model Glacier 60SS RRP region
of £300
2514.V - 1 cooker hood by Siemens model LC97BE532B RRP
£495
2515.V - 1 ceiling cooker hood by Neff model I99C68N1GB RRP
region of £1200
2516.V - 1 ceiling cooker hood by Neff model I99C68N1GB RRP
region of £1200
2517.V - 1 cooker hood by Elica model Samurai Soft IX A/90
type 53414556
2518.V - 1 cooker hood by Elica model Dolce Grey Umber 850
wide / Sweet Umber F/85 (box has two labels), RRP region
of £500
2519.V - 1 built in cooker hood by Elica model Filo IX/A/90
2520.V - 1 built in cooker hood by Elica model Elibloc HT
GR/A/80 RRP £229
2521.V - 1 built in cooker hood by Elica model Elibloc 9 ST
silver/F/60 RRP region of £110
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2522.V - 1 telescopic cooker hood by Neff model D4972X0GB
type HBD-DA58-8
2523.V - 1 cooker hood by Neff model D5855X0GB type HBDBA52-8
2524.V - 1 cooker hood by Neff model D67B21N0GB type HBDGM7C-V - missing the chimney section
2525.V - 1 pyramid cooker hood by Neff model D69SH52N0B
type HBD-KNB2-V, RRP £440
2526.V - 1 cooker hood by Bosch model DWW07W450B type
HBD-GM7C-V, RRP £169
2527.V - 1 downdraft extractor by Caple type S-DD2-EM TC 580
Squad type DD600BK
2528.V - 1 cooker hood by Indesit model IHP 6.5C M IX type
83647
2529.V - 1 built in cooker hood by Indesit model H661. 1 (GY)
type 43091
2530.V - 1 cooker hood by Miele model DA669010GB type
116449 - Ex display, NO packaging
2531.V - 1 telescopic cooker hood by Neff model D46ML54N0B Ex display, NO packaging, RRP region of £500
2532.V - 1 cooker hood by Mercury model 32072-10, Ex display,
No packaging
2533.M - 1 vintage cast iron roll top bath
2534.V - 1 ceramic hob by Neff model T12D80X1, no packaging
2535.V - 1 induction hob by Neff model T50FS41X0, RRP region
of £1000
2536.V - 1 gas hob by Iberna model BGHU700SS RRP £179
2537.V - 1 ceramic hob by Neff model T11D41X2 RRP £286
2538.V - 1 induction hob by Miele model KM6357 EDST
2539.V - 1 ceramic hob by Neff model T10B40X2 RRP region of
£300
2540.V - 1 ceramic hob by Neff model T10B40X2 RRP region of
£300
2541.V - 1 electric hob by Candy model PLE64X RRP £239
2542.V - 1 Natural gas (G20) hob by Neff model T26S56N0, 5
ring, RRP £363
2543.V - 1 Natural gas (G20) hob by Neff model T26S56N0, 5
ring, RRP £363
2544.V - 1 Natural gas (G20) hob by Neff model T26S56N0, 5
ring, RRP £363
2545.V - 1 Natural gas (G20) hob by Neff model T26S56N0, 5
ring, RRP £363
2546.V - 1 Neff griddle plate model Z9416X2 RRP £89 & 1 Neff
Teppan Yaki cooking tray Z9417Z2 for flex induction hobs
RRP £169
2547.V - 1 Neff griddle plate model Z9416X2 RRP £89 & 1 Neff
Teppan Yaki cooking tray Z9417Z2 for flex induction hobs
RRP £169
2548.V - 1 Neff griddle plate model Z9416X2 RRP £89 & 1 Neff
Teppan Yaki cooking tray Z9417Z2 for flex induction hobs
RRP £169
2549.V - 1 gas hob by Indesit model IP641 S C UK (IX) RRP
region of £150
2550.V - 1 gas on glass hob by Neff model T27TA69N0 RRP
£766 - Please note that the box has "Second Hand Loan
Only" written on it
2551.V - 1 Flex induction hob by Neff model T51T95X2 RRP
region of £1000
2552.V - 1 induction hob by Neff model T59FT50X0 RRP region
of £1000
2553.V - 1 induction hob by Neff model T53T86N2 - Box has
written on it "Ex Display, has scratch on it and no knob"
2554.V - 1 Wall chimney cooker hood by Caple model CCH700
RRP £150
2555.V - 1 integrated telescopic cooker hood by Neff model
D46ED22N0B RRP £269
2556.V - 1 built in microwave by AEG model MC1751E /
MC1761E
2557.V - 1 cooker hood by Candy model CMB655X RRP £126
2558.V - 1 Caple extraction motor model DDMEXT-1, 1 Caple
plinth motor model DDMEXT28 & 1 Caple replacement
door for wine cooler type DG23-172-5

£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£70
£20-£40
£40-£80
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£80
£25-£50
£20-£40
£40-£70
£15-£30
£70-£140
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£20-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£12-£25
£25-£50

2559.V - 1 cooker hood by CDA model ECH61/2SS RRP region
of £100
2560.V - 1 built in microwave by Neff model H53W50N3GB RRP
£341
2561.V - 1 recirculation module by Neff model Z54TR60X3
2562.V - 1 induction wok hob by Miele model CS1223-I (wok is
also included) RRP when new was in excess of £1000 & 1
twin burner gas hob by Miele model CS1012 RRP when
new was region of £599 - both items are ex display and
have NO packaging
2563.V - 1 warming drawer by Miele model ESW 6114
ED/CS/R01 RRP when new was £649 - Ex display and no
packaging
2564.V - 1 warming drawer by Miele model ESW 6214
ED/CS/R01 RRP when new was £799 - Ex display and no
packaging
2565.V - 1 warming drawer by Neff model N17HH11N0B RRP
region of £400
2566.V - 1 warming drawer by Neff model N17HH20N0B/02 RRP
region of £400
2567.V - 1 warming drawer by Neff model N17HH20N0B/02 RRP
when new was in region of £400 - Ex display and no
packaging
2568.V - A quantity of various cushions for garden furniture.
Contents of one bay / 4 shelves
2569.V - 1 metal 2-tier plant stand by Panacea - boxed
2570.V - An Economy four piece faux rattan furniture set
2571.V - An Economy four piece faux rattan furniture set
2572.V - 1 portable greenhouse by OGrow approx 77 inch x 29
inch x 56 inch & 1 small gazebo by Costway. Contents of
two shelves
2573.V - 1 stainless steel splashback by Caple model CBS906,
900mm x 750mm
2574.V - 1 stainless steel splashback by Caple model CBS906,
900mm x 750mm
2575.V - 1 stainless steel splashback by Caple model CBS706,
750mm x 700mm
2576.V - 1 stainless steel splashback by Rangemaster model
LEISP110SS/5629, 1100mm x 750mm RRP region of £130
2577.V - 1 stainless steel splashback by Elica model
BP100/75SS, 1000mm x 750mm
2578.V - 1 stainless steel splashback by Elica, 1000mm x
750mm & 1 other stainless steel splashback 600mm x
750mm
2579.V - 1 cantilever parasol (NO bolts) and a 4 piece water
filled parasol base
2580.V - 2 toughened glass splashbacks (both grey /pewter)
comprising 1 at 750mm x 1000mm & 1 at 750mm x 600mm
2581.V - 1 toughened glass splashback (white) approx 770mm x
950mm
2582.V - 1 toughened glass splashback (cream) approx 760mm
x 800mm
2583.V - End of sale for this rostrum
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£12-£25
£25-£50
£12-£25
£80-£160

£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£60
£30-£60
£15-£30
£10-£20
£7-£12
£12-£25
£12-£25
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£12-£25
£20-£40
£12-£25
£15-£30
£8-£15
£12-£25
£8-£15
£8-£15

Day 2 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am in
£70-£140
£70-£140
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£12-£25
£12-£25

Hangar 2. Plant & Machinery, Woodworking,
Builders, Vehicles

3001.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by McCulloch type Virginia
MH542P
3002.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Kawasaki type TG24
3003.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Jonsereds - pull start
requires attention
3004.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Jonsereds
3005.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Jonsereds, 1 long handled
bill hook, 1 clamp and 1 grinding attachment
3006.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Jonsereds type 380
3007.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Husqvarna type Special 42
3008.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw with no make visible, model
THPCS16
3009.M - 1 set of chimney sweeping rods, 1 long coil of garden
hose & 1 tail pipe trim

£20-£40
£15-£30
£12-£25
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£25-£50
£12-£25
£10-£20
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3010.M - A quantity of various items including a back pack
sprayer, a jerry can, spades, an axe etc. Contents of two
shelves
3011.M - A quantity of various items including a winch, a pulley
block, D shackles, 2 bottle jacks, spanners etc. Contents of
1 bay / three shelves
3012.M - A quantity of various electric hand tools including a
Wolf 100mm sander, a jigsaw, a drill etc
3013.M - 1 Workzone air impact wrench kit & 1 Parkside
pneumatic ratchet set
3014.M - 1 electric heater by Be Modern, 1 electric heater by
Igenix and 1 air cooler by Igenix
3015.M - A large quantity of various nails, screws etc. Contents
of one bay / 3 shelves
3016.V - A quantity of various items including cans of paint,
lights, fuses, light bulbs etc. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
3017.M - 1 large flood light by Thorn, 2000w, 3ph & a quantity of
various electrical related items. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
3018.M - 1 vintage chain block by Thomson (plate shows 1943)
3019.M - 1 box containing rubber edging. Contents of one shelf
3020.M - A quantity of various items including a whistling kettle,
2 vintage wooden crates (1 is a Ringnes Norwegian Pilsner
crate), old torches etc. Contents of one shelf
3021.M - 1 set of sack trucks (blue painted)
3022.M - 1 set of sack trucks by Clarke Strong Arm
3023.M - 1 set of sack trucks by Clarke Strong Arm
3024.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of cardboard pallet
edge protectors
3025.V - 1 heavy duty cardboard packaging shredder by Martin
Yale type 698-6S, model 1495, YOM 2005, 3ph, tested
working - cost when new region of £1200 (NO SP number)
3026.V - 1 warehouse trolley & 5 black plastic dustbins with no
lids
3027.V - A quantity of various items including Doc M handrails, a
folding shower seat etc.
3028.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
3029.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
3030.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
3031.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
3032.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
3033.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
3034.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
3035.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
3036.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
3037.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
3038.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of various mainly air
ducting spares - not practical to list in any more detail but
please see full list attached to pallet or the photograph of
the list on the Internet

£12-£25
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£12-£25
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£300-£400
£12-£25
£10-£20
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£10-£20
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3039.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of various Domus air £10-£20
ducting spares - not practical to list in any more detail but
please see full list attached to pallet
£5-£10
3040.M - A quantity of various lava lamp parts, 1 aluminium parts
tray & 1 metal mesh pigeon hole unit - stillage is not
included
3041.V - 1 wall mounted electrical control box by ASYS type
£10-£20
FPS30
3042.V - 1 wall mounted electrical control box - No other details
£8-£15
visible
3043.V - 1 motorised hydraulic unit by SPX Stone type XA0208,
£15-£30
240v
3044.V - 1 motorised hydraulic unit by SPX Stone type XA0208,
£15-£30
240v
3045.M - 1 link box by Fleming type 06 TB5 - 3 point linkage
£150-£250
3046.M - 1 hydraulic log splitter by Gwaza - 3 point linkage
£300-£400
3047.M - 1 cast iron ground anchor and a quantity of reinforced
£12-£25
bar
3048.V - 1 wheeled flight case with lift off top approx 1.41m x
£15-£30
41cm x 93cm high (including wheels)
3049.V - 1 wheeled flight case with lift off top approx 1.41m x
£15-£30
41cm x 93cm high (including wheels)
3050.V - 1 wheeled flight case with lift off top approx 1.41m x
£15-£30
41cm x 93cm high (including wheels)
3051.M - 1 small generating set by Tarpen, output 110v, 500w £10-£20
broken HT lead and no spark plug fitted
3052.M - 2 Qualcast electric lawn rakes / scarifiers - both
£10-£20
believed to be customer returns
3053.M - 1 self propelled petrol engine lawn mower by
£20-£40
McCulloch type M53-675 DWA (grass collection box does
not fit) - believed to be a customer return
3054.M - 1 self propelled petrol engine lawn mower by Qualcast
£20-£40
type 48/500 with grass collection box - believed to be a
customer return
3055.M - 1 self propelled petrol engine lawn mower by Qualcast
£15-£30
type 48/500 - NO grass collection box - believed to be a
customer return
3056.V - 13 various folding tables
£75-£150
3057.V - 1 pallet containing 7 flood lights and 1 electrical
£40-£80
distribution panel
3058.M - 1 vintage circular sharpening stone in wooden support
£12-£25
box - No turning handle
3059.M - 1 vintage hand operated pump mounted on a wooden
£12-£25
plank
3060.M - A quantity of various items including a camping stove, a £20-£40
Parkside paint spray gun, 1 chain sharpener, a Workzone
power puller, plant covers, a bird box with built in camera
etc
3061.M - A quantity of white polythene car seat covers
£10-£20
3062.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Pro User type G2300,
£20-£40
output 2.3kva, 240v
3063.M - 1 small petrol engine generator by Performance, output
£15-£30
850w, 240v
3064.M - 1 wood workers vice by Record No. 52 1/2 A
£10-£20
3065.M - 2 cast metal bench ends
£10-£20
3066.V - Blank
3067.V - Blank
3068.M - 1 Florabest garden cultivator type FGH 710 A1 and 1
£15-£30
Garden Gear garden tiller type G 741 - both 240v
3069.M - 1 Beckman garden tiller type ETC4, 240v
£15-£30
3070.M - 1 Numatic wet/dry pick up vacuum cleaner type
£20-£40
Charles, 240v
3071.M - 1 metal garden chimenea
£8-£15
3072.M - A pair of Mount Blanc roof bars to fit high top Ford
£8-£15
Transit van
3073.M - 1 circular table saw by Clarke Woodworker, 10 inch,
£25-£50
240v supplied with a stand and a spare unused blade
3074.M - 1 portable petrol engine generator by Generac type
£25-£50
VT2600, output 2.5kva, 220v
3075.M - 1 log splitter by Lawnflite type YY80AL-2, 240v,
£50-£100
mounted on a tow behind garden trailer
3076.M - 1 small compressor by Wolf Cub type 103013, 240v
£25-£50
supplied with 2 tyre inflators & 1 blow off gun
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3077.M - 1 Parkside compressed air hose drum, 20m
3078.V - 1 site pipe threader by Rex type N100A, 110v,
(currently has 110v plug fitted but has switch for 220v but
not known if machine is switchable), for 1/2 inch to 4 inch
pipes, revolution 15-27-48 RPM, supplied with various
accessories and a 110v distribution box
3079.M - 1 Medusa T3001 petrol engine generator by SIP,
2.6kw, 110/240v & 1 small trolley
3080.M - 1 diesel engine welder / generator by Marksman Tools,
pull / electric start, 110/240v, exact output not shown but
dial max reads 200A
3081.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Husqvarna / Flymo
model Quicksilver 46S type 946CV
3082.M - 1 compressor by Einhell type 220/25W-1, 240v
supplied with a length of airline and 1 air tool
3083.M - 1 industrial sewing machine by Brother type DB2-B7553, 240v together with a quantity of various sewing /
upholstery related items
3084.V - 1 Smart Vent welding fume extractor type FE-2100A,
model 700087, 240v, YOM 2008 - cost when new region of
£2,500 (NO SP number)
3085.V - 1 Smart Vent welding fume extractor type FE-2100A,
model 700087, 240v, YOM 2008 - cost when new region of
£2,500 (NO SP number)
3086.M - A quantity of various garden related items including a
lawn scarifier, a garden blower / vac, a pressure sprayer
etc
3087.M - 1 log sawing stand and 1 sliding weight log splitter by V
Smart Splitter
3088.M - 1 garden waste shredder by Silent Shredder, 240v
3089.M - 1 pallet containing mainly building related items
including SBR, PVA, a van ladder, a spade, 2 sledge
hammers, a part roll of Ubiflex, blinds etc
3090.V - Blank
3091.M - 1 small compressor type MK105, 240v supplied with a
length of hose and a staple gun
3092.M - 1 silent compressor by Bambi, 240v - no model visible
3093.M - 1 vintage compressor, 240v
3094.V - 1 plant seat with seat belt and subframe attached
3095.V - 1 welder by Lincoln Electric type Bester Magster 351
with a PDE 41 wire feed unit, hoses & a MG42i torch, 3ph
3096.V - 1 TIG welder by Fro Saldatura type TIG set 160, 3ph
3097.M - 1 bench top pillar drill by Nu-Tool, 240v
3098.M - 1 tall terracotta chimney pot
3099.M - 1 garden waste shredder by Viking type CE220, 240v
3100.V - 3 adjustable trestles by Wickes
3101.M - 18 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
insulation all at 2.4m x 1.2m - mainly 130mm thick but
several are 150mm and 70mm thick
3102.M - 6 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
insulation - each sheet approx 2.4m x 1.2m x 230mm
3103.M - 7 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
insulation - each sheet approx 2.4m x 1.2m x 230mm
3104.V - 2 part rolls of artificial grass - 1 wide and 1 narrow
3105.V - 1 metal garden gate by Vida XL type 1x021
3106.M - A quantity of various fluorescent light fittings, tubes &
spare covers (240v)
3107.M - A quantity of various 110v site lights (approx 20)
3108.M - A quantity of various items including a builders hod,
pick axes, a Peter Savage Ductile drain cover, a folding
work bench etc
3109.V - 1 wooden log store and 4 sections of wooden picket
border fence
3110.M - A vintage soil tiller with metal body / wheels and two
long wooden handles
3111.V - 1 ex MOD green plastic flight case approx 60cm x 60cm
x 40cm
3112.V - 1 ex MOD green plastic flight case approx 78cm x 60cm
x 38cm
3113.V - 1 ex MOD flight case approx 61cm x 81cm x 40cm
3114.V - 2 ex MOD green protective bags with inner packaging
(previously held a cable assembly but this is not included)

£8-£15
£100-£250

£70-£150
£100-£200
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£100
£500-£800
£500-£800
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30

£20-£40
£25-£50
£10-£20
£12-£25
£90-£180
£90-£180
£12-£25
£10-£20
£25-£50
£8-£15
£60-£120
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£8-£15
£10-£20
£50-£100
£12-£25
£10-£20
£12-£25
£12-£25
£12-£25
£12-£25
£10-£20
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3115.M - Several lengths of air hose with fittings attached and a
£12-£25
quantity of various 110v items including leads & a Defender
egg light
3116.V - 1 vintage outboard engine by Ailsa Craig type 4
£15-£30
3117.V - 1 vintage outboard engine by British Seagull
£15-£30
3118.M - 1 Baxi Bermuda back boiler type BBU 15HE item
£50-£100
number 710153301 (unused in sealed box) and a 10m
length of balanced flue
£20-£40
3119.M - A quantity of various car radios by Blaupunkt, Sony etc
3120.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Stihl type FS85R
£20-£40
3121.M - 1 pole pruner by Ryobi type RRP720, 240v
£15-£30
3122.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by McCulloch type MT270X
£15-£30
3123.M - 1 hedge trimmer by Stihl type HSE71, 240v
£20-£40
3124.M - A quantity of various mainly electrical related items
£15-£30
including light fittings, switches, wall boxes etc and a small
quantity of hardware (bolts, window stays etc). Contents of
one wide shelf
3125.M - 1 Clarke heavy duty power puller type CHP1250 and 1
£20-£40
Clarke Strong Arm 4 ton bottle jack
3126.M - 2 Record bench vices, 1 Draper bench vice and 1 other £20-£40
small bench vice
3127.M - A quantity of various items including hand tools, a tile
£25-£50
cutter, an EK car inverter, a temperature / humidity meter
by Hygrotest type Testo 6400 etc
3128.M - A quantity of various clamps
£12-£25
3129.M - A quantity of various cutting / grinding disks
£20-£40
3130.M - A quantity of various building related items including
£15-£30
spirit levels, wall ties, hawks, trowels etc
3131.M - A quantity of various items including garden hose,
£15-£30
metal files, a Fluke 113 True RMS multimeter, signs, a
petrol can, a tile cutter etc. Contents of one wide shelf
3132.M - 1 flame gun type X300 & 1 Flymo garden vac
£15-£30
£25-£50
3133.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Ryobi with an
interchangeable Expand It hedge trimming attachment type
AHF-03
3134.M - 1 transformer 110v, 1 hand held circular saw by
£20-£40
Evolution type Fury, 240v and 1 other hand held circular
saw, 240v
3135.M - A quantity of various power tools - not practical to list in
£15-£30
any more detail so please come and view or see
photograph
3136.M - A quantity of various items including a hand held
£15-£30
circular saw by DP Tools 240v, a Bosch PMF190E multitool
240v, 4 diamond core drilling bits etc
3137.M - A quantity of various items including hand tools, tool
£20-£40
bags, tool boxes etc. Contents of one wide shelf
3138.M - A quantity of various part rolls of electric cable
£15-£30
3139.M - 1 roll of barded wire
£10-£20
3140.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Ryobi 44cc, 1 petrol
£10-£20
engine strimmer by Flymo and 1 petrol engine strimmer by
Mitsubishi type T-50
3141.M - 1 circular bench top saw by Draper, model BTS250A,
£15-£30
10 inch, 240v
3142.M - 1 SDS hammer drill by Erbauer type ERB1127, 240v
£15-£30
and 1 drill by Perles, 240v
3143.M - 1 site radio by Bosch and a quantity of various clamp
£15-£30
lights, 110v / 24v
3144.M - A quantity of Newlec twin splitter leads, 240v, blue
£15-£30
industrial plugs
3145.M - A quantity of various mainly 110v items including
£40-£80
festoon lights, transformers, extension leads, lights etc.
Contents of one wide shelf
3146.M - 4 long spirit levels in two protective cases (2 per case)
3147.V - Blank
3148.V - Catalogue now continues outside in the yard
3149.M - 2 part rolls of drainage pipe - 1 yellow 5 inch and 1
£15-£30
black 4 inch
3150.M - 2 white metal bike racks - 1 x 6 bike & 1 x 3 bike
£20-£40
3151.V - A run of 11 bays (12 uprights) of blue /orange metal
£250-£450
boltless pallet racking comprising of 12 uprights at 4.5m
high / 90cm deep and 46 crossbeams at 2.7m wide - NO
shelves
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3152.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of blue /orange metal
boltless pallet racking comprising of 5 uprights at 6m high /
90cm deep, 1 upright at 5.4m high /90cm deep and 30
crossbeams at 2.7m wide - NO shelves
3153.V - A quantity of yellow plastic pallet racking protectors by
Rack Armour
3154.V - 2 sections of wooden picket type fence panels
3155.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.58m
3156.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
3157.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
3158.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.38m / height 1.88m
3159.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate approx 90cm x 1.66m
3160.V - 1 used brown painted wooden gate width approx 3.05m
3161.V - 1 pair of wooden gates each approx. 90cms wide
3162.V - 1 used brown painted wooden gate width approx 1.23m
3163.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate approx 1.63m wide / 1.83m at
highest point
3164.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 2.86m
3165.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 2.86m
3166.V - 2 small ramps & a quantity of various cable fair leads stillage is not included
3167.M - A pair of metal gates with concrete in posts, each gate
1.55m wide x 1.2m high
3168.M - 3 wooden pallet shelves (for pallet racking)
3169.V - 1 crate containing a quantity of approx 600 x roof slates
each approx 8 inch x 16 inch
3170.M - 1 crate containing a quantity of approx 600 roof slates
each approx 9 inch X 18 inch
3171.V - A quantity of various wood including 1/2 round posts,
gravel board etc - mainly all approx 1.88m long
3172.V - A quantity of various wood - mainly all approx 2.4m long
3173.V - A quantity of various wood including 100mm x 100mm
posts, 120mm x 50mm etc - mainly all approx 2.4m long
3174.V - 1 rectangular tank granite water feature with pump twin granite columns
3175.V - 1 circular tank granite water feature with pump - granite
ball
3176.M - 5 bamboo fence panels approx 6ft x 6ft & 1 smaller
bamboo fence panel - stillage is not included
3177.M - 4 rolls of willow garden screening
3178.M - 3 rolls of willow garden screening
3179.M - 5 rolls of willow garden screening
3180.M - 7 various size Willow hurdles / garden screens
3181.M - 10 Willow hurdles / garden screens approx 6ft x 6ft stillage is not included
3182.M - A quantity of various plastic conduit, fascia, gutter etc
together with 6 plastic signs with feet (men at work etc) stillage is not included
3183.M - 1 grey portable building (ex communication industry
cabin) with no windows and single entry door on front,
approx 3.4m wide (side with door) x 4.5m deep. Door is
unlocked and no key supplied. Buyer will require Hi-Ab or
similar crane to load.
3184.M - 1 green plastic bunded fuel tank by Titan with a 12v
pump, a Piusi K33 flow meter, dispensing hose and nozzle
- exact capacity not shown but probably in region of 1250 /
1500L
3185.V – Los 3185-3189 are blank
3190.V - Catalogue now continues back inside Hangar 2 on left
hand side
3191.V - 1 hand cranked drywall panel lifter RRP £245
(SP015116)
3192.M - 1 multifunction folding ladder
3193.M - 1 wood burning stove
3194.M - 1 ornate cast metal fire grate
3195.M - 5 various flood lights & 1 transformer
3196.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by McCulloch
3197.M - 1 petrol engine hedge trimmer by Ryobi
3198.M - 1 electric tile cutter by Erbauer, 240v
3199.M - 2 hand operated toggle type presses by Victory type
The Little Marvel
3200.V - 6 x 400m rolls of 2 ply blue paper floor stand rolls by
Fine Touch
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3201.V - 6 x 400m rolls of 2 ply blue paper floor stand rolls by
Fine Touch
3202.M - A light weight target drone petrol engine by ABC type
TE1901, WW2 era
3203.V - 2 boxes of disposable car seat covers
3204.V - A quantity of various size disposable gloves
3205.M - A quantity of various unused door and window furniture
including locks, latches, handles etc
3206.M - A quantity of various items including Clarke Wiz Air
mini compressor (in bits, requires attention), an electric tile
cutter, 3 pumps, a digital TV antenna etc
3207.M - 2 Clarke Contractor drills - both have had the power
cables cut off
3208.V - 14 x 5L bottles of cherry disinfectant
3209.V - 10 packs each containing 6 x 300m jumbo rolls of toilet
paper (60 rolls in total)
3210.V - 10 packs each containing 6 x 300m jumbo rolls of toilet
paper (60 rolls in total)
3211.V - 10 packs each containing 6 x 300m jumbo rolls of toilet
paper (60 rolls in total)
3212.V - 10 packs each containing 6 x 300m jumbo rolls of toilet
paper (60 rolls in total)
3213.V - 10 packs each containing 6 x 300m jumbo rolls of toilet
paper (60 rolls in total)
3214.V - 3 boxes of Puma medium duty clear refuse sacks, 1
box of medical wipes & 3 boxes of hand sanitiser
3215.V - 1 box containing 1000 poly aprons, 3 boxes of heavy
duty square bin liners & 1 box of over shoe covers
3216.M - 2 drilling vices, 2 large angle plates, 1 pack of welding
rods & 1 length of white nylon tube
3217.M - A quantity of various items including a large wall
mounted electrical control box, light bulbs, lengths of tube
etc
3218.M - 2 travelling cradles from overhead gantry by King
3219.M - 1 descaling unit by Fernox type Decalomat 2.2, 240v
3220.V - 1 WeCheer flexi shaft pendant drive unit, 240v, with
motor & flexible drive shaft only (NO foot switch & NO hand
piece included) RRP £149 (SP014791)
3221.V - 1 WeCheer flexi shaft pendant drive heavy duty power
tool kit type WE330, 240v, with motor, flexible drive shaft &
foot switch (NO hand piece included) RRP £149
(SP014197)
3222.V - 1 engineers rotary table, 6 inch, RRP £156 (SP014830)
3223.V - 1 quick release vice guide type Trade, RRP £95
(SP014962)
3224.V - 1 masonry nailer 64mm capacity, air driven, RRP £59
(SP014977)
3225.V - 1 nail gun type AW50N 50mm, air driven, RRP £49
(SP015019)
3226.M - A quantity of various items including a stand pipe,
stand pipe tools, lay flat hose with fittings / joiners including
a lay flat hose with a spray nozzle etc. Contents of one
shelf
3227.V - 1 Sieg SX4 floor stand RRP £404 (SP015313)
3228.V - 1 Perform P1400B bench top band saw (SP015210)
3229.V - 1 Craft belt / disc sander type AC200 RRP £179
(SP015324)
3230.V - 1 APO arbor press 1/2 ton model RRP £41 (SP015274)
3231.V - 1 Hobby Series AW16BMST2 mortiser RRP £259
(SP015269)
3232.V - 1 Craft 405mm variable speed scroll saw RRP £99
(SP015072)
3233.V - 1 SSBP 305mm shear brake press roll RRP £207
(SP015179)
3234.V - 1 Craft bench top radial drill type AC200, 230v, RRP
£299 (SP015280)
3235.V - 1 Craft compressor type AC21C, 230v RRP £119
(SP015263)
3236.M - 1 fly press with overarm, 2 weights and a box
containing various tooling
3237.V - 1 belt sander type Trade AT2260BS / AT6X90BS, 240v,
RRP £699 (SP014788)
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3238.V - 1 Numatic M Class extractor type TEM390A, 240v RRP
£389 (SP014906)
3239.V - 1 Numatic M Class extractor type TEM390A, 240v RRP
£389 (SP015233)
3240.V - 1 Numatic workshop vacuum extractor type NV750,
230v RRP £395 (SP015261)
3241.V - 1 Guyson Galaxie blast cleaning cabinet, 240v
3242.V - 1 circular saw bench by Dalton, 3ph supplied with two
blades
3243.V - 1 industrial edge bander type MAX340M, 3ph - RRP
£7,999 (SP014721)
3244.V - 1 free standing wood turning lathe with no make visible,
3ph, bed length approx 1m. No tooling supplied and
machine is fitted with off switches on opening cover/s - ex
college (SP015102)
3245.V - 1 Viceroy free standing wood turning lathe by Denford,
3ph, bed length approx 1.25m. No tooling supplied and
machine is fitted with off switches on opening cover/s - ex
college (SP015102)
3246.V - 1 Union Graduate free standing wood turning lathe by
Harrison, 3ph, bed length approx 1m. No tooling supplied
and machine is fitted with off switches on the opening
cover/s - ex college (SP015102)
3247.V - 1 Wadkin Bursgreen free standing wood turning lathe
machine no. BL150 70311, 3ph, bed length approx 1. 2m.
No tooling supplied and machine is fitted with off switches
on opening cover/s - ex college (SP015102)
3248.M - 1 set of short pallet trucks by Ekwo capacity 2000kg
3249.M - 1 trolley mounted vintage stationary petrol engine by
Lister type D309, no. 117142, spec 17D, 700RPM, supplied
with starting handle
3250.M - 1 vintage Lister electric stationary engine with water
pump and electric motor
3251.M - 1 work bench
3252.M - 1 rack mount cabinet, 19 inch
3253.M - 1 push spreader by Handy capacity 125lb / 56.8kg,
appears to be unused, RRP £149
3254.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Clarke Power type
PG6500DVES, pull / electric start, output 115/230v, 5.5kva,
appears to be unused, RRP £499
3255.M - 1 carpet cleaner by Sabrina type Maxi, 240v
3256.M - 1 petrol engine rotavator / rear tine cultivator by
Husqvarna type TR430, unused, new price is over £1000
3257.M - 1 pantograph engraver by Rank Taylor Hobson, type D
no. 998, 240v supplied with a large quantity of various copy
and other accessories including 2 x 10 drawer metal
cabinets etc
3258.V - 1 Craft bandsaw with stand type AC1950B, 230v RRP
£319 (SP015190)
3259.V - 1 Trade AT340PD/ATDP13B bench top pillar drill RRP
£361 (SP015169)
3260.V - 1 Trade AT340PD/ATDP13B bench top pillar drill RRP
£361 (SP015310)
3261.V - 1 metal working shear, press brake & slip roll
combination machine 750mm, RRP £589 (SP015329)
3262.V - 1 SC8 stand RRP £240 (SP013744)
3263.M - 22 sheets of white expanded polystyrene insulation each sheet approx 2.4m x 1.2m x 100mm thick
3264.M - 1 large cream parasol - no base
3265.M - 1 large cream parasol - no base
3266.V – Lots 3266 to 3270 are blank
3271.M - 1 bench top pillar drill by Jet type JPD-8, 240v with
small drilling vice attached
3272.M - 1 scroll saw by Jet type JSS-16, 240v
3273.M - 1 Tormek double wheel sharpener type Super Grind
1200, 240v
3274.M - 1 wood workers vice
3275.M - 1 petrol engine rotavator by Honda type Mantis
3276.M - 1 small traditional style marquee with double wooden
centre pole, 7 wooden side poles, top cover and side
sections, approx 12ft x 12ft
3277.M - 2 fogging units, both 240v
3278.M - 3 black metal screw to wall saddle stands by Stubbs
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3279.M - A quantity of various equestrian related items including
tack, bits, stirrups, harness, supports etc. Not practical to
list in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online
3280.M - A quantity of various equestrian related items including
tack, bits, styrups, harness etc. Not practical to list in any
more detail so please come and view or see photographs
online
3281.M - A quantity of various items including drain rods, a hoe,
wooden handles, light bulbs etc
3282.M - A quantity of various items including an air fed mask
with 2 spare filters, other masks, 2 eye wash stations, work
clothing etc. Contents of one shelf
3283.M - 1 heated water bath by Julabo type TW8, 240v (no top
cover included)
3284.M - 1 petrol engine fogger by Swingfog type SN10
3285.M - 6 boxes containing a large quantity of dust mite fume
respirator moulded masks by Respair
3286.M - 6 boxes containing a large quantity of dust mite fume
respirator moulded masks by Respair
3287.M - 1 pneumatic automatic subcutaneous and
intramuscular poultry chick vaccinator by Diamond
Engineering type Evolution and a quantity of various
Evolution spares
3288.M - 1 pneumatic automatic poultry chick vaccinator by
Intervet with side mounted gauge and counter fitted
3289.M - 1 pneumatic automatic poultry chick vaccinator by
Marivax with side mounted gauge and counter fitted
3290.M - 1 pneumatic automatic poultry chick vaccinator by
Marivax
3291.M - 2 pneumatic automatic poultry chick vaccinators by
Marivax
3292.M - 2 pneumatic automatic poultry chick vaccinators by
Marivax
3293.M - 2 pneumatic automatic poultry chick vaccinators by
Marivax
3294.M - A quantity of various items many of which are spares
relating to pneumatic automatic poultry vaccinators
including Kaycee OVIjectors, a Kaycee Minijector Special
0.3ml, other syringes, seals etc. Not practical to list in any
more detail so please come and view or see photographs
online. Please take extreme care when viewing as this lot
includes syringe needles.
3295.M - 1 pop up shelter by Gala Tent - exact type unknown but
probably around 3m x 3m and sign written
3296.M - 1 metal two door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft - 1
door requires re-hanging
3297.V – Lots 3297 to 3299 are blank
3300.M - 1 Westward (Wheelhorse ?) garden tractor 12hp petrol
. No cutting deck. 2 wheel drive.
3301.M - 1 Husquvana LR120 Ride on Mower c/w rear collector.
12hp petrol
3302.M - 1 Westwood S1300 Ride Mower c/w grass collector.
12.5 HP I/C OHV petrol engine.
3303.M - 1 single axle trailer c/w ramp and ladder rack. approx
6'6" long x 4' wide.
3304.M - Small tipping trailer (to go behind mower/garden
tractor)
3305.M - Small orange tipping garden trailer, SAXON 100, to go
behind mower or garden tractor
3306.M - 1 ETESIA contractors Ride Mower. 48" cut. Model
H124DS, 16.2 KW diesel Man. 2006 1757 hrs on Clock,
Hydraulic high lift tipping rear grass box collector.
3307.M - Kubota B6000 Mini 4x4 garden tractor, 2 cyl diesel. c/w
pto driven rotavator.
3308.M - ISEKI Landhope 120 4x4 Midi Tractor 629 hrs, 3 cyl
diesel 776cc. 12ps engine. Model TU120F, deceased
estate.
3309.M - Massey Ferguson 1020 4x4 Compact tractor, clock
reads 1147hrs, series 2962 Model 42863, 3 cyl diesel,
15.66kw..
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3310.M - 3500 kg Twin axle car transporter trailer by T&S trailers £1800-£2200
Ltd, u/weight 700kgs. man. 2013. 10% BP
3311.M - Honda 750 motor cycle, Reg EEL 558T, 1st reg
£250-£300
28/02/1979. V5 present. Project bike, requires finishing or
spares / repair. 10%BP
3312.M - JAMES Colonel Motor Cycle Reg GAS 404, Declared £1200-£1500
manufactured 1957. 224cc 2 stroke Villiers petrol, Original
condition.. requires minor restoration. Some books in office.
V5 present 10% BP.
3313.M - Citroen ZX reflex Saloon. reg M187 MOD, 1905cc
£200-£300
diesel, one owner since 1996, 1st reg in 28/04/1995, only
35004' No MoT, No V5.. Deceased estate... 10% BP
3314.M - Toyota Auris TR VVT-I S-A 5sp semi auto 5 dr
£400-£600
Hatchback, 1598 cc Petrol. Reg AF07 JXA 1st reg
09/03/2007, MoT expired 26/06/2019, Mileage : 155,915'
No Docs. Bailiffs subject to debts being paid. 10%BP
3315.M - VW Golf V5 5 dr hatch, Reg AE52 NNE, 08/12/2002, 5 £500-£700
spd manual petrol, 2324cc. full leather, MoT to 26/10/2020,
123774' Awaiting V5.. DVLA vehicle. 10%BP
3316.M - VW Golf SE TDI 140 S-A. 5 dr hatch. Reg AD09 AAO, £2500-£3000
1st reg. 05/06/2009. 6 sp Auto. MOT 2/09/2020, 105,165'
FSH in office. V5 Present. Deceased estate... 10% BP.
3317.M - Red Ford Fiesta Titanium Eco Boost Reg WG63 YBS, £5000-£6000
1st reg 30/11/2013, 5dr Hatch. 5sp manual Petrol, 998cc
123bhp, MoT 09/01/2021, 41227' only, Service history in
office, V5 present Deceased Estate. 10%BP
3318.M - White Suzuki SX4 4x4 SZ5 5 dr hatch, REG WJ64
£5000-£6000
XJX, 1st reg 22/09/2014. 1586cc 5 sp manual petrol, MoT
to 09/01/2021. 11,910' Only. No V5 Service history in
Office, Deceased Estate... 10%BP.
3319.M - White BMW 320D M Sport Auto 181 4 door Saloon,
£4000-£5000
Reg YK61 RKO. 1st reg 06/09/2011, 6 spd Auto Diesel.
MoT to 25/11/2020, 102,914' Nb. Rear puncture. On behalf
of bailiffs.. subject to payment of debts.. No V5 .. 10% BP
£3500-£4500
3320.M - VW Golf Match TDI Blue Tech. Bluemotion 140. Reg
FL62 XYN 1st reg 19/09/2012. 6 sp manual diesel. 1968cc.
5 dr hatch. MoT to 10/04/2020, 88,698'.. No V5, Bailiffs
Subject to payment of debts. 10% BP
Please note: As this vehicle was delivered to us "locked"
the buyer will be required to pay MST £200 + Vat for the
New Key..
3321.M - Audi A4 SE TDi 140 4dr Saloon, Reg FT57 GXM, 1st
£600-£800
Reg 24/01/08. 6 spd manual 1968cc Diesel. New MoT to
7/11/2020. approx 190,000. 10% BP
3322.M - Peugeot Expert HDI SWB panel van, Reg LR57 OCW, £1400-£2000
1st reg 30/11/2007.. 5 spd manual diesel 1560cc. MoT
20/10/2020, mileage 121613'.. Paperwork bills etc in Office.
10% BP
3323.M - SUNBEAM ALPINE Sports car. Reg 377 MAF, 1st reg £5000-£6000
14/07/1961, 1592cc manual petrol with Overdrive. Last
taxed 03/1999. No MOT required, Historic vehicle
registered. but No V5. .. One Owner from new, now
deceased. Barn find. has undergone new paint work 1990s
? + Unsealed underneath. Battery fitted, carbs cleaned now
runs well. Brakes require attention. Comes with Hard and
soft tops.. + tonneau. 10% BP.
3324.V - MANITOU Telehandler MT 1840, manufactured 2007, £25000-£30000
4775 hrs, s/n 247498, lifts 4 tons to 18 meters. excellent
condition, new tyres. just finished contract. NOTE 5% BP.
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